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PREFACE
The Dogger Bank incident is referred to in
virtually all of the works concerned with the historical
background of the First World War.

However, the various

studies of the origins of the war provide only limited
treatment of the Dogger Bank, or North Sea, incident.
However, no detailed study of the event and its consequences
has as yet been made.

It is the purpose of this paper to

examine the Dogger Bank incident—to determine what events
actually occurred at the Dogger Bank on the night of
October 21-22, 1904, to recount the peaceful settlement of
the crisis that followed the events, and to explore its
ramifications in the context of international politics and
international law.
Several books have been particularly useful in the
research of this topic.

An accurate eyewitness account of

the incident can be found in From Libau to Tsushima, a
collection of letters from Eugene Politovsky, chief
engineer of the Baltic Fleet, who was aboard the flagship
Suvorov.

Politovsky's letters form a diary of the events

of the voyage of the fleet.

Also helpful was Tsushima, by

A. Novikov-Priboy, who v;as also an eyewitness to the

111

events at the Dogger Bank.

However, this book must be read

with caution, as Novikov-Priboy was an avowed revolutionary
and the book was written years after the event, undoubtedly
to please the new leaders of Russia.
Significant among the works concerned with the
Hague Conventions and their application to the Dogger Bank
incident is a tv/o-volume work by James Brown Scott, The
Hague Peace Conferences of 1899 and 1907. In addition, two
works, a book and an article by Amos Hershey, were most
helpful.

The International Diplomacy of the Russo-Japanese

War, and "Convention for the Peaceful Adjustment of International Differences" in The American Journal of International Law, provide excellent accounts of the effect of the
Dogger Bank incident in its international legal framework.
Hershey, assigned as an American newspaper correspondent to
cover the Hague Conference of 1907, wrote extensively on
international law.
The proceedings of the committee of inquiry instituted to resolve the Dogger Bank crisis were recorded in
Edna Fry's A Memoir of the Right Honourable Sir Edward Fry,
G.C.B.

Sir Edward Fry, the British legal counsel, and

later the British representative to the Hague Conference of
1907, summarized the day to day events at the commission's
meetings in letters which were later compiled by his
daughter.

IV

Finally, no study of the incident, indeed of the
diplomacy of the period, could be accomplished without the
use of the collection of documents compiled by G.P. Gooch
and Harold Temperley, British Documents on the Origins of
the War.

These documents are the foundation on which the

section on the diplomacy of the Dogger Bank incident is
based.
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At the beginning of the twentieth century European
international politics were on the brink of solidification
into the two great power blocs that would exist until the
outbreak of the First World War.

Considered the more

powerful of the two was the Triple Alliance, created by
1882 and including Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy.
Forming a formidable military unit that ran across the
center of Europe, the states comprising the Triple Alliance
geographically isolated Russia in the east from France in
the west.

To alleviate the isolation imposed upon them by

Germany and her allies, Russia and France concluded a
formal alliance in 1894.
France's isolation from the rest of Europe had
been the cornerstone of Bismarck's foreign policy. Dismissed from office in 1890, he was to live to see the
fruition of what he had so greatly feared—the surrounding
of Germany by unfriendly powers. Russian amity for which
he had labored dissolved when Kaiser Wilhelm II allov;cd the
Reinsurance Treaty with Russia to lapse in 1891. Russia,
plied with French money, signed the Franco-Russian Alliance

By 1900 there remained only one power in Europe,
Great Britain, that was not attached to one or the other of
the two existing alliance systems.

Mighty and complacent,

for half a century Great Britain had been resting aloofly
on her island of splendid isolation.

Yet Britain's policy

of non-involvement had been violently shaken by a series of
events.

The Boer War of 1899-1902, the death of Queen

Victoria in 1901, the death of Salisbury in 1903,^ all
occurring within a short span of time, drastically altered
British foreign policy.

Many of her new leaders came to

regard isolation as not so splendid after all.

The Boer

War had forced these new leaders to recognize Britain's
vulnerable position in the world.

In Asia and in Africa,

in the far corners of her empire, Britain had not enough
troops to guard her possessions from foreign encroachment.
Therefore, to protect her empire, Britain began seeking
potential allies, thereby retreating from her venerated
policy of isolation.
three years later. G.P. Gooch, Before the War: Studies in
Diplomacy, Vol. I: The Grouping of the Pov.ers (London:
Longmans, Green, and Company, 1936), 188. Hereafter cited
as Gooch, Before the War. See also, Herbert Feis, Europe
the V7orld's Banker, 187 0-1914: An Account of European
Foreign Invesrir.cnt and the Connection or World rir.anc^ with
Diplomacy berore rhe War (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 19"3 0) , pp. 33, 57, 211.
2
Lord Salisbury, one of Victoria's most trusted
advisors, served as Foreign Minister and Prime Minister
until 1900 and 19 02 respectively. He was an outspoken
advocate of British isolation.

Initial British feelers went out to Germany.

Led

by the excitable Colonial Secretary, Joseph Chamberlain,
those agitating for an Anglo-German alliance argued that it
was the most logical of combinations.

The mistress of the

seas would be united with the master of the continent to
further both states' interests in Europe and around the
3
world.

Too many obstacles arose, however, and an agree-

ment was never reached.
opposed such an alliance*

Public opinion in both countries
Also, Joseph Chamberlain had

traded insults with the German Foreign Minister, Count
Bernard von Biilow, and the once ardent champion of the
alliance now became its most implacable enemy.

Therefore,

British efforts to end isolation were directed to other,
4
more receptive, governments.
•Britain's first attachment was surprising but
shrewd.

In 1902 an alliance with Japan was signed, defen-

sive in nature against Russian infringement in the Far
East.

Her second agreement was even more surprising.

In

1904 Great Britain and France terminated centuries of
3
Sir Edward Grey, Viscount of Fallodon, Twenty-Five
Years, 1892-1916, Vol. I (New York: Frederick A. Stokes
Company, 1925), 43.
4
Gooch, Before the War, p. 233; and Luigi Albertini. The Origins of the V^ar of 1914, Vol. I: European
Relations from the Congress of Berlin to the Eve of the
Sarajevo Murder, trans. aiiJ ed. by Isabella M. Massey
(London: Oxford University Press, 1952), 117. Hereafter
cited as Albertini, Origins of the War.

bitter and hostile colonial rivalry by signing the Entente
Cordiale, which signaled a new era of understanding between
the two nations.
Thus France was allied to Russia and was Britain's
friend.

The progress of these new amicable relations

between France and Britain was, for a time, impeded by the
outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War in 1904.
Russia's ally; Britain, Japan's.

France was

The war was an Asian

problem; as long as the conflict remained localized in the
Far East it posed no threat to European stability and
peace.

Only a stupid blunder by a warring nation could

possibly cause the spread of the war to Europe.
The stupid blunder occurred. On the night of
5
October 21-22, 1904, the Russian Baltic Fleet, en_ route
to the war theatre in the Far East, fired on unarmed
British fishing vessels, killing two Englishmen.

This

event, the Dogger Bank incident, threatened to transform
the Russo-Japanese War into a major European conflagration.

All dates in this work are given according to the
Gregorian calendar, v;hich added thirteen days to the Julian
calendar used in Russia at that time.

CHAPTER I
THE DOGGER BANK INCIDENT
From its outbreak on February 8, 1904, the RussoJapanese War was a series of disasters for Russia.

Expect-

ing to crush Japan within a matter of months, the mighty
Russian colossus suffered defeat after humiliating defeat.
Her army, ill-trained and armed with outdated weapons, was
from the first routed by the Japanese.
better.

The navy fared no

The pride of the Russian navy, the well-seasoned

and well-equipped First Pacific Squadron, had, since the
initial Japanese attack on Port Arthur, been blockaded in
the harbor by Admiral Heihachiro Togo's squadron.
Thus, instead of being victorious, Russia found her
army retreating and her navy rendered impotent.

Faced with

a collapsing military and a disgruntled populace, the
government in St. Petersburg resorted to desperate measures
to stem the tide of Japanese successes.

A decision was

A detailed account of the disasters suffered by
the Russian military prior to the dispatch of the Baltic
Fleet can be found in J.N. Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima
(Tokyo: Sophia University, 1970) , pp. 33-44. Also see
[Charles A'Court Repington], The War in the Far East, 19041905 (New York: E.P. Dutton and Company, 1905). Hereafter
cited as Repington, War in the Far East.

made to send the Russian Baltic Fleet halfway around the
world to the war theatre.

Upon arriving in the Far East

the fleet was expected to perform the tasks that had
hitherto eluded Russia's military:

the Baltic Fleet was to

rescue Port Arthur and crush the Japanese navy.^
Under the command of Admiral Zinovy Petrovich
Rozhdestvensky, the fleet was, as its name implied, based
in the Baltic Sea.

Rozhdestvensky had served with dis-

tinction in the Russo-Turkish War of 1877-1878. At the
outbreak of the war with Japan he was serving as Chief of
the Russian Naval Staff.

Favored by Nicholas II and sup-

ported by popular opinion, Rozhdestvensky seemed the
logical choice to command the Baltic Fleet.'^

The voyage to

be undertaken by the fleet was 18,000 miles in length and
presented innumerable difficulties.

From beginning to end

Rozhdestvensky was plagued with perplexing problems—four
of which were most significant.

The first dealt with the

diverse nature of the ships of the Baltic Fleet; the second
with the background and experience of the men serving on
^Baron Roman Rosen, Forty Years of Diplomacy,
Vol. I (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1922), 249; Serge
Witte, The Memoirs of Count Witte, trans, by Abraham
Yarmolinsky (New York: Howard Fertiz, 1967), p. 132.
^Rear Admiral Rozhdestvensky was promoted while en
route to the Pacific to the rank of Vice-Admiral and Aidede-Camp to the Emperor.
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, pp. 52-56.

these ships; the third, and most constant obstacle to be
overcome, was the supplying of coal to the ships; and the
final problem was the low morale of the crews.

Singularly,

each of these difficulties severely impeded the progress of
the Baltic Fleet; cumulatively they signaled its defeat
before its departure.
Among the ships of the fleet (which also became
known as the Second Pacific Squadron) were recently constructed ones, but these were exceeded in number by antiquated models which served to slow the progress of the
5
entire fleet.
The voyage from Baltic waters to Port
Arthur would have been formidable for a modern fleet; for
the Baltic Fleet it was unthinkable.

Believing that sheer

numerical superiority would be an asset, the Russian
Admiralty, over Rozhdestvensky's objection, dispatched many
ships that were not suitable for a long sea voyage either
because they had been built for short-range coastal defense
or because they simply were too old.

Typical of the older

ships assigned to make the voyage was the Navarin, built in
Noel Busch, The Emperor's Sv/ord: Japan vs. Russia
in the Battle of Tsushima (New York: Funk and Wagnalls,
1969), p. 85.
"The Forlorn Hope of the Baltic Fleet," Scientific
American, XCI (September 24, 1904), 210.

8
1891 and which "steer [ed] badly."^

Exemplary of a ship

unsuitable for the lengthy voyage was the Almaz, a grand
duke's yacht fitted with a few light guns.^

Contemporary

naval tacticians contended that the fleet would have been
more effective without the obsolete and useless ships—the
homogenity of a squadron, not the number of ships comprising it, provided the combat capacity of a squadron.^

But

even the first division of battleships, invincible in
theory, had been rushed to completion and were prone to
develop mechanical difficulties throughout the entire
voyage.^^
The second difficulty was the nature of the ships'
crews.

The cream of Russia's sailors already served in the

Pacific—the men of the Baltic Fleet had neither the training nor the experience for a long and arduous trip with a
battle at its conclusion.

The men of the fleet consisted

'''Fred T. Jane, ed. , Jane's Fighting Ships, 1905/6
(London: Sampson Low Marston, 1905; reprint ed.. New York:
Arco Publishing Company, Inc., 1970), p. 237. Hereafter
cited as Jane, Fighting Ships.
^Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 57.
^"The Start of the Baltic Fleet," Scientific
American, XCI (November 5, 1905), 318.
l^Eugene S. Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima
trans, by Major F.R. Godfrey (London: John Murray, 1906),
pp. 3, 7, 27-28, 34-35. Politovsky was the chief construction engineer for the fleet. His letters to his wife,
which form a diary of the voyage, are filled with accounts
of the mechanical difficulties incurred by the various
ships of the fleet.

of raw volunteers, old reservists, or conscripts who
happened to be revolutionaries.

Thus the only common

factor among them was the crews' lack of naval knowledge
and proficiency.

Nor could the officers lay claim to any

more experience.

The fact that the fleet was iced in its

port for the majority of the year obviously hampered even
routine maneuvers.

Hence the men of the Baltic Fleet

suffered two outstanding flaws:

incompetency aboard ship

and want of that intangible element, pride in their
country's navy and its naval tradition. 12
Even more vexing was the problem of coal.

Most of

the older ships burned excessive amounts of coal.

Entries

for the general condition of such battleships as the
Navarin and the Sissoi Veliky, and of many of the cruisers,
13
read "coal consumption enormous."
Unable to utilize
Russian coal because of its inferior quality, the Baltic
Fleet had to depend on foreign sources for the entire onehalf million tons required for the voyage.

Once obtained,

this coal could not be transported in Russian bottoms, for
neither the Russian navy nor the merchant marine possessed
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 69. Westwood maintains that a significant number of men aboard the
Russian ships serving as seamen were revolutionaries whom
the Russian authorities had drafted to get them out of the
country.
12
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, pp. 7-10, 69.
13
Jane, Fighting Ships, pp. 236-246.

10
sufficient colliers to service the squadron.

Further to

compound the difficulty, Russia possessed not one colonial
coaling station on the entire route to the Pacific."'"^
The material aspects were damaging enough, but the
morale of the officers and the men provided the crushing
blow.

From admiral to common sailor the Second Pacific

Squadron was unprepared and unwilling to go to the Far
East.

After the decision was made to send the fleet

Rozhdestvensky was said to have remarked, "What can I do?
Public opinion has to be satisfied, I know it.

But I

likewise know that we haven't a chance against the
15
Japanese."
A seaman assigned to the cruiser Minin was
reported to have stated, "The first Pacific Squadron was
stronger than the second will be, and had already been on
14
Lamar J.R. Cecil, "Coal for the Fleet That Had to
Die," American Historical Review, LXIX (July, 1964) , 991992. Rozhdestvensky's recurring dilemmas over coal and his
attemipts to solve them are excellently described in this
work.
15
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 52. Reference to the same remark is found in Kokovtsov's memoirs,
although it is phrased differently. Upon being wished
success in his undertaking by the then Imperial State
Secretary, Kokovtsov, Rozhdestvensky replied, "What success
can there be? We should not have started this hopeless
business, and yet how can I refuse to carry out orders when
everybody is so sure of success." Count Vladimir Nikolaevich Kokovtsov, Out of My Past: The Memoirs of Count
Kokovtsov, trans, by Laura Matveev and ed. by H.H. Fisher
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1935), p. 46.

11
active service.

Well, what happened to it?
16
will happen to the second squadron."

The same thing

Despite these major problems and innumerable minor
ones, the squadron of twenty-eight ships left Libau,
Russia's new ice-free port, on October 15, 19 04, while
nine others were left in Baltic ports to prepare themselves
and later to join the main force at Madagascar. 17

From

October 15 to October 21 the voyage proceeded with only
minor incidents.

On the sixteenth the destroyer Bystry

collided with the Oslyabya, knocking a hole in the Bystry
18
and damaging her torpedo tubes.
That damage was reparable; irreparable was the nervousness and low morale of the
men,
"It is curious that we are so far from the theatre
of the war and yet so much alarmed," wrote Politovsky to
19
his wife on October 20.

This high degree of apprehension

1c

A. Novikoff-Priboy, Tsushima, trans, by Eden and
Cedar Paul (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1937), p. 5.
Novikov-Priboy wrote one of the most colorful accounts of
the entire voyage, the book being prepared from notes he
made in a Japanese prison camp where he was confined after
the Battle of Tsushima Straits. It must be noted that
Novikov-Priboy was an avowed revolutionary and that this
book was later awarded a Stalin Prize for naval literature. Nevertheless, the book relates a viewpoint much
needed in the research of this topic because of the numerous revolutionaries who made the voyage.
17
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 85.
18
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, p. 3.
19
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, p. 10.
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stemmed from the belief that a major Japanese attempt would
be made to destroy the Baltic Fleet at the outset of the
20
voyage.
That the Russians could have believed in an
attack by torpedo boats that would have had to travel halfway around the world without being noticed before arriving
«

in the North Sea can be explained by several factors.
After the surprise torpedo attack by the Japanese at Port
Arthur the entire Russian navy became apprehensive, indeed
even paranoid, about further surprise attacks.

If an

attack were to be made, the North Sea area would have been
a likely location.

Its proximity to Britain would have

allowed Japanese ships to be re-coaled and re-supplied at
allied docks.

The Russians never had confidence in

Britain's declaration of strict neutrality.
The major cause of Russian concern was reports of
eyewitness sightings of Japanese torpedo boats in the
North Sea.

Months before the sailing of the Baltic Fleet

the Russian Naval Ministry had appropriated over 3 00,000
rubles for intelligence operations designed to detect a
20
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsusnima, p. 19.
Rumor on board ship placed the nurioer of enemy torpedo
boats in the North Sea at over 100. Russian government
officials also believed in an attack. See the dispatch
from Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 24, 19 04, in G.P.
Gooch and Harold Temperley, British Docurnents on the
Origins of tha v;ar, 1898-1914, Vol. IV: Ine A:ic:.o-Russian
Rapprocnement:, i903-7 (London: Her Majesty' s S::aticnery
Office, 1953), L^o. o, 7. Hereafter this volume of documents will be cited as B.D., IV.

13
surprise attack by the Japanese in European waters.

The

bulk of this allotment went to a man of doubtful character,
with several aliases, but with the unquestionable ability
to charm people in governmental circles.

Abraham Hekkel-

man, alias Michael Harting and Arcade Landesen, decided to
give the Russians something for their money, and his network of spies, centered in Copenhagen, recorded numerous
sightings of Japanese torpedo boats in both the Baltic and
the North Seas.

To the credit of officials at the Russian

Naval Ministry, the validity of .these reports was doubted,
but as there was no way of verifying them the Ministry was
forced to forward the reports to Rozhdestvensky. 21
Rozhdestvensky, in turn, could do nothing but
believe these reports, and he prepared his squadron accordingly.

The extensive precautionary measures ordered by

Rozhdestvensky both exhausted and further alarmed the
already frightened crews.

Receiving ominous reports from

Hekkelman's network while re-coaling at Skagen, Denmark,
Rozhdestvensky ordered the squadron to depart twenty-four
22
hours ahead of schedule.
As a precautionary measure the
21
Maurice Paleologue, Three Critical Years, 190405-06 (New York: Robert Speller and Sons, 1957), pp. 147148. Hereafter cited as Paleologue, Three Years. See
also, Rosen, Forty Years of Diplomacy, p. 250.
22
James Brown Scott, The Hague Court Reports,
Vol. I (New York: Oxford University Press, 1916), 404405.

14
fleet was detached into six divisions, each division sailing separately with instructions to rendezvous at its next
re-coaling port, Vigo, Spain.

Several times the crews

manned their guns around the clock, the last instance being
the night prior to the Dogger Bank incident.^^
The events of the night of October 21-22 began
around dusk.

A heavy fog hung over the North Sea, and as a

consequence the squadron moved slowly with its sirens
screaming.

Trailing the squadron, and steaming roughly

parallel to each other, were Admiral Rozhdestvensky's First
Battleship Division, consisting of the new battleships
Suvorov, Alexander III, Borodino, Orel, and the supply
ship, Anadyr, and Rear Admiral Oscar Enquist's First
Cruiser Division, consisting of the Dmitry Donskoy, Aurora,
and the repair ship, the Kamchatka.
behind with engine trouble.

The Kamchatka lagged

At 8:55 P.M. she sent the

first of a series of excited messages to the Suvorov,
Rozhdestvensky's flagship.

The first message flashed,

"Torpedo craft are chasing us."

Subsequent messages

related that the Kamchatka was being attacked on all sides
by about eight torpedo boats, but that the men on board the
Kamchatka could not and did not see any torpedoes being
fired at them.

After a change of course, the Kamchatka

23
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, pp. 10-11.

15
reported at about eleven o'clock that no more torpedo
boats were visible.

The first excitement of the night

subsided.
It was after this Kamchatka incident that the
cruisers and battleships moved into the area known as the
«

Dogger Bank.

This area, about one hundred miles east of

the British coastline, was a popular fishing ground for
British commercial fleets. As The Spectator described it:
If the floor of the North Sea were raised rather more
than a hundred feet, the Dogger Bank would form a third
member of the "British Isles," . . . , about half the
size of Scotland. Even without the intervention of
Neptune's trident to turn the great Bank into dry land,
it is almost a British possession. Year in and year
out its shallow waters are ploughed over by hundreds of
British trawls . . . .^^
Russia also recognized the Dogger Bank as an established
British fishing ground.

An extract from "Russian Sailing

Directions—Cronstadt to Vladivostock, Part III" noted on
page thirteen that "the inexhaustible quantity of fish" in
the Dogger Bank area "attracts hundreds of fishing boats,
rendering navigation difficult especially at night, by the
26
sudden appearance of their lights."
The night of
24
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, pp. 101-102;
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, pp. 12-13; Richard
Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die (New York: Ballantine
Books, 1958), pp. 33-34.
^^The Spectator, October 29, 1904, p. 631.
26
Macgregor to Lansdowne, October 26, 1904, in
Great Britain, Parliament, Parliamentary Papers (Treaty
Series), 1904-05, Vol. CIII (Accounts and Pape"Fs, Vol. XVI)

16
October 21-22 was no exception—the Dogger Bank was thick
with British trawlers; there were over fifty from the
Gamecock Fishing Fleet out of Hull.

Each was marked with

correct lighting to identify it as a fishing vessel.
The English fishermen watched the lights of Rozhdestvensky' s approaching squadron.

Traveling parallel to

the battleships, one-half to one mile to the east, was
Admiral Enquist's cruiser division.

The battleships con-

tinued on their course—one which would have taken them
directly into the fishing boats.

Watching with apprehen-

sion, the fishermen sent up several green flares to indicate their position. 28
These flares were the immediate cause of the
29
Dogger Bank incident.

The weary, nervous, and inexperi-

enced officers and men manning the Russian battleships were
startled by the green rockets.

They turned on their

searchlights, saw boats, signaled "engage enemy," and
commenced firing on what they believed to be Japanese
No. 13, 384. Other references to the Dogger Bank as a
fishing ground are found in the Russian manual on pages
15 and 242, as cited in Parliamentary Papers, pp. 384-385.
^"^Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 37; Scott,
The Hague Court Reports, I, 406.
^^Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 37.
29
Scott, The Hague Court Reports, I, 407.

17
torpedo boats.

Novikov-Priboy, aboard the Orel,

described the situation:
The Oryol [Orel] was humming like a hive of angry
bees. Bugles blared, drums rum±)led; rails rattled
under the weight of handtrucks laden with shells; heavy
guns were fired from the starboard and port turrets,
lighting the darkness with flashes as they discharged
and stirring the night with echoing thunder. Men
swarmed on to shrouds and bridges. Discipline went
west. Men yelled:
"Destroyers! The Destroyers!"
"Where are they? How many?"
"A dozen at least."
"No, more than that."
"We're done for."
"It's all up with us."
Some seized life belts . . . .
Some crossed themselves, while others mouthed curses . . . .
Terrified
gunners fired at random, now at flames which were still
visible on the horizon, now at vacant waters on which
the rays of searchlights were falling. Some bunglers
were trying to reload guns which had not yet been
fired.31
The pandemonium went on; they believed their squadron to be
surrounded by Japanese ships.
The flares also alarmed the cruiser division.

When

the cruisers switched on their lights the crews of the
battleships believed them to be more attacking Japanese.
Consequently, the battleships began firing their port guns
at their own cruisers.

As shells began exploding all

around, the men aboard the cruisers thought that they too
were under attack.

They were.

But they also erroneously

believed that the mysterious boats ahead of the
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 102.
31
Novikov-Priboy, Tsushima, p. 29.

18
battleships were the Japanese and the instigators of the
battle.

The action aboard one of the cruisers, the Aurora,

was recorded in the official report of her commander.
We began firing somewhat later than the battleships
because it was difficult to see where the shells should
be aimed. Then we were bombarded and showered with
shells, some passing overhead, some hitting us, some
throwing up columns of water around us. Soon after the
beginning of the action our hitherto disengaged starboard guns were ordered to fire at the boats which were
ahead of the battleships, but only two 7 5 mm shots were
fired by these guns . . . .
At this moment the abundance of shells falling around us drove us to the conclusion that it was our battleships which were bombarding us. We therefore ceased fire. So as to show them
that they were firing not at an enemy, but the Avrora
[Aurora], I ordered our red and white identification
light to be flashed, and the firing soon stopped.3 2
Catching the brunt of the barrage were the British
trawlers v/hich had been mistaken for Japanese torpedo
boats.

Aboard the Crane, which subsequently sank, the

events were related by Albert Almond, a trimmer on the
boat.
Going on deck, I saw several ships which had covered
us with searchlights and which were firing at us at
once. I ran below again, followed by the bosun—who
had nearly reached the bottom of the ladder when he
fell back. "I'm shot—my hands are off!" I turned to
help him, but another shell burst, tearing the flesh of
my left arm.33
The captain and the third mate lay dead,

34

decapitated; all

Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 103.
•^^Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 35.
The captain was George Henry Smith and the first
mate was William Leggett, both of Hull.
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of the crew except one were injured.

These injured men

were saved from sinking with their ship by three British
trawlers that steamed into the midst of the fire to remove
the dead and wounded before the ship sank.

Although other

boats sustained damages and more fishermen were injured,
35
the Crane suffered the greatest damage.
The encounter lasted only about fifteen minutes.
With the flashes of gunfire and the beams of the searchlights illuminating the vicinity, Russian gunners discerned
that many of the ships at which they directed their fire
were harmless fishing trawlers.

Informed of this, Rozh-

destvensky ordered the firing on the trawlers to halt. A
general cease fire was not ordered at this time because the
Russians still supposed themselves under attack from Japanese torpedo boats.

To identify the ships to be spared,

the flagship, the Suvorov, trained her spotlight on these
trawlers.

If the inexperienced gunners understood the

meaning of this pre-arranged signal, they took no heed of
it.

In the confusion and excitement of the moment, and

with the many searchlights from the Russian ships crisscrossing the sea, it proved impossible to ascertain a
proper target for their guns. 37 Panic-stricken, they shot
^^Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 37.
^^Scott, The Hague Court Reports, I, 409.
Scott, The Hague Court Reports, I, 408.
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at anything resembling a ship.

38

The firing finally ended

when the cruiser Dmitry Donskoy signaled her numbers to the
Suvorov.

Believing that his ships had frightened the enemy

into flight, Rozhdestvensky issued the order for a general
cease fire.
Extensive damages were inflicted on both sides, for
it had been a furious battle.

The battleship Orel alone

39
recorded firing over 500 shells.

British casualities

were two men dead and six others wounded.

In addition to

the sinking of the trawler Crane, numerous other British
40
fishing vessels sustained damages.
Russian guns scored
other successes that night.

The Russian cruiser Aurora

reported five major hits and a number of minor ones.

Two

of her men were injured, one of them, her chaplain,
fatally.
The Russian men and officers were excited by, and
proud of, their initial war encounter.

They realized that

Two reports from such varied sources as a revolutionary aboard the Orel and a staff officer aboard the
Suvorov assert that officers had forcibly to tear men away
from their guns to prevent the firing on the fishing vessels. Respectively, these reports are found in NovikoffPriboy, Tsushima, p. 31, and Westwood," Witnesses of
Tsushima, p. 95.
^^Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 39.
^"^Scott, The Hague Court Reports, I, p. 408.
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, pp. 15, 31.
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a regrettable mistake had been made by firing on their own
cruisers, but they all unanimously agreed that they had
seen Japanese torpedo boats.

They also perceived that they

had damaged some British fishing boats; however, they
judged this action to be justifiable because of the British
fleet's attempt to camouflage the Japanese craft.

Fear-

ing another attack, and not comprehending the magnitude of
the previous one, the Russian Second Pacific Squadron
steamed ahead on its course—lights out and full speed
ahead.

Communications with Russia were not made for fear

of disclosing the squadron's position; thus, it was not
until October 26, four days after the Dogger Bank incident,
when the fleet put in at Vigo, Spain, that Admiral Rozhdestvensky communicated with St. Petersburg concerning the
^ 43
event.
.
The events at the Dogger Bank on the night of
October 21-22 had consumed less than one-half hour of time.
However, the incident proved to be of such significance
that it quickly embroiled two powerful nations in a serious
international crisis.

Although the Russian fleet had fired

on the British trawlers by mistake, it had committed a
bellicose act against neutral vessels on the high seas.
1 O

Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, p. 14.
Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 38.
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As they steamed away from the Dogger Bank in the early
morning of October 22, the Russian sailors could not have
imagined the crisis that would result from their actions.
The incident of only a few minutes would require months of
tedious negotiations to resolve.

CHAPTER II
THE DIPLOMATIC BACKGROUND OF THE
DOGGER BANK SETTLEMENT
The Dogger Bank incident had all of the ingredients
necessary to change an explosive event into a major conflagration.

Britain, the most powerful nation in the world

and unquestioned mistress of the seas, had been brutally
and unwarrantably attacked.
on Russia.

She could have justified a war

For her part, Russia, floundering in the

unpopular Far Eastern war, could have used the Dogger Bank
incident as an excuse to terminate the war and to initiate
a highly popular action against Great Britain.

The reason

underlying the peaceful settlement of the incident was that
neither Russia nor Great Britain wanted a war.

Wisdom and

diplomacy prevailed in both nations—it takes two countries
to make peace, only one to start a war.
However, the road leading to a peaceful settlement
of the event was neither swift nor smooth.

At the time of

the Dogger Bank incident Russia and Britain had a long
tradition of enmity.

Centuries of distrust between the two

countries had been turned into political animosity by the

23
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Crimean War.

In the Crimea in 1856, and again in Turkey

in 1878, Russia found what she believed to be her Christian
and political mission in the Near East impeded by the
British.

By 1900 the great center of political discord

between Russia and Great Britain had shifted to Asia.
There, the imperialism of the two countries clashed—in
Central Asia and in the Far East.
Russia's interest in Central Asia was military as
well as economic, as this portion of the continent was of
great strategic value.

By moving into south central Asia

the Russians constantly threatened British India.

In no

other corner of her Empire was Britain so vulnerable to
2
attack as along her northwest border of India.

Invincible

at sea, Britain's great military weakness lay in her small
land forces and in the possibility of a Russian attack on
the wealthiest part of Britain's empire.

These circum-

stances served to alarm and agitate British politicians.
The Russians understood the value of unceasing pressure.
In 1904 Sir Charles Hardinge, British Ambassador in St.
Petersburg, assessed the situation in the Russian capital
for the British Foreign Office.
K.W.B. Middleton, Britain and Russia: An Historical Essay (London: Hutchinson and Company, 1947V),
p. 61. Hereafter cited as Middleton, Britain and Russia.
2
Hugh Seton-Watson, The Decline of Imperial
Russia, 1855-1914 (New York: F.A. Praeger, 1 J J 2 ) , p. 88.
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I hear that the Emperor is constantly advised not to
allow any agreement with England on Asiatic questions,
so that Russian policy may have a free hand in
Afghanistan and may also be able to put pressure upon
us there.3
The threat of an attack was not an idle one.

The Orenburg-

Tashkent railroad was scheduled to be in operation by 1904.
This prospect was viewed with alarm by the British military
establishment.

British India would be open to attack by

soldiers unhindered in their rapid movement from central
4
Russia to the frontier.
Imperialistic drives caused another area of conflicting Anglo-Russian interest.

Although late in succumb-

ing to the forces of imperialism, Russia became relentless
and determined in her ambitions.

Having been blocked in

the Near East, Russia, in the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, shifted her attention to the Far
East.

The gradual deterioration of the Chinese Empire left

the way open for further Russian expansion.

By 1902

Russian presence and pressure there was sufficient to
compel Britain and Japan to conclude an agreement to
protect their respective interests in the area.

Although

3
Lord Newton, Lord Lansdowne: A Biography (London
Macmillan, 1929), p. 310, dispatch from Hardinge to
Lansdowne, May 25, 19 04. Hereafter cited as Newton, Lord
Lansdowne.
4George Monger, The End of Isolation: British
Foreign Policy, 1900-1907 (London: Thomas Nelson and Sons
Ltd., 1963), p. 4. Hereafter cited as Monger, End of
Isolation.
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the Anglo-Japanese Treaty was designated as defensive in
nature, it was in part aimed at Russia and fostered additional Anglo-Russian bitterness.
Aside from conflicting imperialist objectives, the
governments of Russia and Great Britain were also fundamentally different.

As an autocracy Russia "regard [ed]

with sovereign contempt all democratic nations . . . ."^
Britain stood at the other end of the political spectrum
with many governmental privileges granted to her citizens.
British distrust of the Russian .government was rooted in
the differences in the two systems.

Great Britain

believed, and with good reason, that any agreement with
Russia was unsteady, at best, because Russian governmental
policy was entirely dependent on the ideas, and often the
whims, of the Emperor.

In the reign of Nicholas II,

5
Ian Nish, The Anglo-Japanese Alliance: The
Diplomacy of the Two Island Empires, 1894-1907 (London:
The Athlone Press, 1966), p. 238. Hereafter cited as Nish,
Anglo-Japanese Alliance. See also. Baron von Eckardstein,
Ten Years at the Court of St. James', 1895-1905, trans, and
ed. by George Young (London: Thornton Butterworth Limited,
1921), p. 227; Lyle McGeoch, "The Role of Lord Lansdowne in
the Diplomatic Negotiations Connected with the Anglo-French
Agreement of 8 April 1904" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation,
University of Pennsylvania, 1964), p. 41. For the details
of the Anglo-Japanese Treaty of 1902 and its ramifications
see Nish, Anglo-Japanese Alliance.
Stephen Gwynn, ed., The Letters and Friendships
of Sir Cecil Sprincr-Rice: A Record, Vol. I (Cambridge:
The Rivers^^e Press, 1929), 272-273, letter from SpringRice to r4rs. Teddy Roosevelt, December 9, 1903. Hereafter
cited as Gwynn, Letters and Friendships of Sprin-^-Rice.
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1894-1917, policies were particularly prone to vacillation.
Nicholas, well-meaning and devoted to Russia, was always
unsure of his policies and was influenced to a great extent
by his wife, the Empress Alexandra.

Nicholas also tended

to accept the advice of the last person to talk with him.
A Russian diplomat wrote of the constant fluctuation:
Our foreign policies were made and changed from day to
day without any definite programme, and our statesmen—
chosen by Nicholas—for this work, were none of them
equal to the great delicacy of the situation and the
magnitude of their duties . . . .
The gravest questions were answered in the morning, and these answers
changed again by night.7
Such was the general situation of Anglo-Russian
relations just prior to the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese
War.

The commencement of hostilities in February, 1904,

caused new and more immediate difficulties between the two
countries because of Britain's alliance with Russia's
enemy, Japan.
The first difficulties developed over coal.

Russia

declared coal to be a contraband of war, thus arousing a
storm of protests in England.

The Russian declaration

caused Great Britain to announce that if coal were a
contraband of war then Russian ships could not expect to
7
Eugene de Schelking, Recollections of a Russian
Diplomat: The Suicide of Monarchies (William II and
Nicholas II) (New York: Macmillan, 1918), p. 145. Hereafter cited as Schelking, Recollections of a Russian
Diplomat.
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re-coal in British ports.

8

This had important consequences

for the Baltic Fleet.
During the summer of 1904 British public opinion
was excited to a fever pitch over a series of Anglo-Russian
naval incidents.

Early in July two Russian cruisers, the

Smolensk and the Petersburg, of the Russian Volunteer
9
Fleet, were allowed to pass through the Bosphorous,
ostensibly as merchant ships.

Once out of the Black Sea

these fast and highly maneuverable ships converted into
warships and began seizing British and German ships."'"^ The
most serious of these seizures was of the British passenger
and cargo ship, the Malacca, on July 13.

The Malacca was

bound for Hong Kong, a neutral port, with passengers and a
cargo of munitions.

Commandeered by the Russians and

g
Lord Charles Hardinge, Old Diplomacy: The
Reminiscences of Lord Hardinge of Penshurst (London: John
Murray, 1947), p. 104. Hereafter cited as Hardinge, Old
Diplomacy.
9
The Russian Volunteer Fleet had been created during the Turkish War of 1877-1878. The ships were merchant
ships in times of peace, but their crews had naval training and the officers were commissioned by the Russian
government. Gooch, Before the War, p. 76; and editor's
note, B.D., IV, 41.
Sir Sidney Lee, King Edward VII: A Biography,
Vol. II: The Reign (New York: Macmillan, 1927), p. 297.
Hereafter cited as Lee, King Edward.
F.E. Smith [Frederick Edwin Smith Birkenhead] and
N.W. Sibley, International Law as Interpreted during the
Russo-Japanese War (2nd ed. ; London: T"^ Fisher Unwin,
1907), p. 41. Kereafter cited as Smith and Sibley, International Law.
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forced to pass through the Suez Canal as a prize ship under
the Russian flag, the Malacca and her plight created a
critical diplomatic situation.

Incensed, the British press
12
wrote of freeing the Malacca by force if necessary.
On
July 19 the British Cabinet threatened to take preventive
steps to insure that the incident would not be repeated.13
Finally the Russians yielded, releasing the Malacca at
Suda Bay.14 But the excitement and anger of the British
people did not subside.
The second, and by far the most explosive, of the
naval incidents of the summer of 1904, occurred in the Far
East.

There, on July 24, some Russian cruisers of the

Vladivostock squadron seized and sank at sea the British
merchant vessel, the Knight Commander.

Subsequently, a

Vladivostock Prize Court adjudged this action justifiable.
In Great Britain it launched another round of furious
protest.

Finally after extensive discussions, officials

of the Russian Naval Ministry agreed to issue orders
]6
against the sinking of any more British vessels.
"^^Hardinge, Old Diplomacy, p. 104.
•^ Lee, King Edward, p. 297.
•^"^Hardinge, Old Diplomacy, p. 104.
-'•^The Times (London), August 12, 1904, p. 4.
Hardinge, Old Diplomacy, p. 105.
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Therefore, when the Gamecock fishing fleet limped
home from the Dogger Bank, and the story reached the
public, the immediate British reaction was one of outrage.
After the series of naval incidents of the summer the
Dogger Bank episode attracted banner headlines and warfever editorials.

On the morning of October 24, as news-

papers appeared on city streets. Great Britain found herself squarely facing the prospect of war.
In Britain the general public attitude was summed
up in a Hull newspaper in a statement by a Conservative
member of Parliament when he wrote:

"...

I think imme-

diate reparation and an abject apology should be demanded
from Russia; and, failing this, that the Baltic Fleet
17
18
should be sunk."
The Times
was no less inflammatory
and even more nationalistic in feeling.
The more this affair is considered the worse it
appears, and there can be no question that.it amply
justifies extreme measures on our part. We hear
already of strong dispatches, and no doubt Lord Lansdowne will have taken energetic action. But the outrage was committed upon the British flag upon the high
seas, and there is a strong feeling that it must be
atoned for by satisfaction on the high seas by those
responsible for its perpetration.19
17
Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 104.
TO

The Times of early twentieth century Britain was
regarded both in Britain and abroad as a semi-official
newspaper. Although this was continually denied by the
British government, the paper in most instances reflected
government opinion.
19
Repington, War in the Far East, p. 410.
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Samples from newspapers around the world showed
countries to be unanimous in their disgust for the deed.
"It is not surprising," wrote the New York Times, "that the
dazed mind of the Russian Ambassador could find no phrase
to describe the slaughter of innocent fishermen in the
North Sea by the Russian fleet except 'terrible mistake.'
20
It is that beyond all reasonable doubt."
In Paris, the
capital of Russia's ally. The Times correspondent reported
that:
. . . the untoward incident, in the North Sea has caused
a feeling of dismay, but no excitement whatever. It
is assumed that the Russian Government will unhesitatingly afford ample satisfaction, including a generous
compensation to the families of the victims. Here, as
elsewhere, what happened is attributed exclusively to
the gross blundering of the officer in command of the
Russian squadron.^1
The Berliner Neueste Nachrichten stated:
Monstrous and inexplicable--that is our opinion. Any
justification of this brutal conduct seems to us
impossible . . . .
The noble voyagers were, besides,
presumably intoxicated, and simply did not know what
they were doing. All that can be said is that this is
a good beginning.^^
20
New York Times, October 24, 1904, p. 8.
The Times (London), October 25, 1904, p. 3.
^^The Times (London), October 25, 1904, p. 3.
Official government correspondence corroborates the general
disgust felt by most Germans about the events at the Doggar
Bank. An official dispatch from the U.S. Embassy in Berlin
to the Department of State disclosed that German papers
"expressed their horror and amazement in quite as strong
terms as the English papers themselves." See U.S., Department of State, H. Percival Dodge to John Hay, November 3,
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The brunt of the press abuse was heaped upon the
Russian navy--it was pictured as inept and run by luna23
tics.
Punch quipped:
As "Ships of the Desert" are liable to be mistaken for
Japanese Torpedo-boats, the Egyptian government has
warned all camel-drivers that, during the passage of
the Baltic Fleet through the Suez Canal, camels will be
allowed within shell-range of the Canal only at their
owner's risk- To remain near the Banks would be Suezsidal.24
Fleet Street labeled the Baltic Fleet "The Mad Dog Squadron."

In London thousands of these cards were sold on the

street.

IN DISGRACEFUL MEMORY
OF
THE RUSSIAN NAVY
The world's stiimbling block to civilization:
the 20th century savages, who started on their
road to destruction on Oct. 23^, 1904, in their
brilliant naval battle when they completely routed
nine disarmed Fishing Smacks in British waters.^^

1904, in Dispatches from United States Ministers to the
German States and Germany, 1799-1906, Vol. LXXXII, microfilm roll No. 101.
23
Arthur J. Marder, From the Dreadnought to Scapa
Flow: The Royal Navy in the Fisher Era, 1904-1919, Vol. I:
The Road to War, 1904-1914 (London: Oxford University
Press, 1951), 110-111. rlereafter cited as Marder, From
Dreadnought to Scapa Flow.
"The Voyage of the Baltic Fleet," Punch, November 23, 1904, p. 361.
25
Arthur J. Marder, The Anatomy of British Sea
Power (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1940), p. 439.
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Foreign Secretary Lord Lansdowne received word of
the incident late in the day of October 24.^^ Appointed
Foreign Secretary in 1900, after serving as Secretary of
War in the Salisbury cabinet, Lansdowne belonged to that
new group of men in the British Foreign Office who believed
that Britain's policy of isolation was outdated and dangerous.

An immaculate, retiring aristocrat, Lansdowne led

British diplomacy through the period of transition from
isolation to involvement.

During the Dogger Bank crisis he

remained tireless in his efforts for the cause of peace.
To this end he was aided greatly by the newly appointed
British Ambassador in St. Petersburg, Sir Charles Hardinge.
Only recently appointed to that important post, Hardinge
had served as First Secretary of the St. Petersburg Embassy
from 1898-1903, and then as an Assistant Under-Secretary to
Lansdowne from 1903-1904.

Hardinge and Lansdowne proved to
27
be an excellent team throughout the Dogger Bank episode.
Upon receiving the information of the attack from
28
the owners of the Hull fleet,
Lansdowne telegraphed a
26
Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 24, 1904, B.D. ,
IV, No. 6, 6.
27
Zara Steiner, The Foreign Office and Foreign
Policy, 1898-1914 (London: Cambridge University Press,
1969), pp. 24, 65, 71-73. Hereafter cited as Steiner,
Foreign Office and Policy. See also Monger, End of Isolation, pp. 233-235.
28
Messrs. Jackson and Company to Lansdowne, October 23, 1904, B.D., IV, No. 6, 5-6.
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summary of the events to Hardinge in St. Petersburg, adding
that it was "impossible to exaggerate the indignation
29
which has been provoked."
The Russians had received
telegrams containing news of the incident but they had been
suppressed by the censor.

Russian government officials

were understandably hesitant to act on the word of the
British fishermen, as they had received no word concerning
the incident from Rozhdestvensky.

The only information

they had came from the foreign press.31

However, Count

Vladimir Lamsdorff, the Russian Foreign Minister, assured
Hardinge that should the reports be verified, Russia would
32
pay a full reparation to the injured parties.
like Lansdowne in London, advocated peace.

Lamsdorff,

Prior to his

appointment as Foreign Minister in 1901 Lamsdorff had
served as assistant to his predecessor. Count Michael
Muravev.

Although described by his contemporaries as

having "a puny intellect" and "a narrow mind," his handling
IV, No.

IV, No.

IV, No.
IV, No.

Lansdowne to Hardinge,
6, 6.
30
Hardinge to Lansdowne,
7, 7,
31
Hardinge to Lansdowne,
11, 9-10.
Hardinge to Lansdowne,
11, 9-10.

October 24, 1904, B.D.,

October 24, 1904, B.D.,

October 25, 1904, B.D.,
October 25, 1904, B.D.,
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of the Dogger Bank crisis did not substantiate this judg33
ment.
The Emperor Nicholas also indicated Russian willingness to come to an amicable understanding.

He tele-

graphed to King Edward VII on October 25 that:
Through foreign source have heard of sad incident in
North Sea. Deplore loss of lives of innocent fishermen. Our fleet being at sea I have not yet received
any direct information from Admiral. Having had many
reports that Japanese were lurking [in] fishing smacks
and other vessels for the purpose of destroying our
Squadron on its way out, great precautions were ordered
to be taken, especially by night, whenever any vessels
or boat in sight. Trust no complications will arise
between our countries owing to this occurrence.34
Edward proved the more bellicose of the two monarchs.
Since coming to the throne in 1901, Edward had tended to be
impetuous in his judgments in foreign policy.

When first

informed of the incident he wrote to Lansdowne, insisting
35
that the Russian admirals be punished.
After a day of
reconsideration he again wrote to Lansdowne that "it might
. . . be awkward if we placed ourselves in a position which
would meet with an absolute refusal."

36

33
Schelking, Recollections of a Russian Diplomat,
pp. 165-167; Rosen, Forty Years of Diplomacy, I, 174-175.
34
Lee, King Edward, p. 301.
35
Lee, King Edward, p. 3 02; Steiner, Foreign Office
and Policy, p. 203.
Lee, King Edward, p. 303.
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The prospect of war was imminent.

Although offi-

cials in the foreign offices of both Britain and Russia,
and the two monarchs, earnestly desired and diligently
worked for peace, many factors combined to move the two
countries toward war.

Certainly the British press's call

for a military solution to the problem was an influencing
factor, and the corresponding mood of the public was such
that British officials had to consider it carefully.
Although not as well informed about the incident as
the British, Russian officials, and that segment of the
Russian population with access to news, also could not be
dismissed.

The Russian military and Russian national honor

were being trampled in the Far East.

The war with Japan

was extremely unpopular with the Russian people.

Con-

versely, a war with Britain, Russia's traditional enemy and
the country that had thwarted so many of Russia's imperialist goals, would be met with national determination of
37
purpose.
Although the foreign offices sought peace, public
officials in both countries were far from unanimous in
their desire for a negotiated settlement.

In Britain a

sizeable faction of the Cabinet, led by Lord Selbourne,
37
Hardinge, Old Diplomacy, p. 109. References to
this can also be found in Gwynn, Letters and Friendships of
Spring-Rice, pp. 399-400. See also Hardinge to Lansdowne,
November 14, 1904, B.D., IV, No. 26, 33-35.
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F i r s t Lord of the A d m i r a l t y , m i r r o r e d the p u b l i c ' s
and w a s s u p p o r t i n g a b e l l i c o s e p o l i c y . ^ ^
placed Gibraltar on a war footing.

reaction

The admiralty

The M e d i t e r r a n e a n ,

H o m e , and C h a n n e l F l e e t s w e r e c a b l e d , apprised of the
s i t u a t i o n , and issued preliminary o r d e r s .

H o w e v e r , the

C a b i n e t d e c i d e d n o t to m o b i l i z e the fleet.

The Channel

F l e e t w a s d i s p a t c h e d to V i g o w h e r e it menacingly

patroled

t h e e n t r a n c e to the h a r b o r , blocking any p o s s i b l e m o v e m e n t
39
by the Baltic Fleet.

In R u s s i a , Lamsdorff's p e a c e i n i -

t i a t i v e s a l s o m e t w i t h stiff opposition w i t h i n the Russian
C o u n c i l of M i n i s t e r s .

On October 28 Lamsdorff reported to

H a r d i n g e t h a t had the B r i t i s h uttered one word of m e n a c e it
40
c e r t a i n l y w o u l d have m e a n t w a r .
To the list of those seeking a peaceful

settlement

of t h e crisis m u s t be added the French d i p l o m a t s .

French

F o r e i g n M i n i s t e r T h ^ o p h i l e D e l c a s s ^ , and the French
A m b a s s a d o r to B r i t a i n , Paul C a m b o n , were tireless in their
e f f o r t s to effect an a m i c a b l e solution.

B o t h of these m e n

had b e e n a r d e n t supporters of the Entente Cordiale of the
38
M o n g e r , End of I s o l a t i o n , p. 1 7 2 , Those in the
C a b i n e t who favored a bellicose solution to the crisis
w e r e supported by influential individuals such as Sir John
F i s h e r , First Sea L o r d , and the Prime Minister's b r o t h e r ,
Gerald B a l f o u r .
39
M a c g r e g o r to L a n s d o w n e , October 2 8 , 1 9 0 4 , B.D. ,
IV, N o . 1 9 , E n c . 1-5, 1 9 - 2 0 .
40
H a r d i n g e to L a n s d o w n e , Octobor 2 8 , 1 9 0 4 , P a r l i a m e n t a r y P a p e r s , C I I I , N o . 4 5 , 404-406.
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spring of 1904, and now they anticipated that the Dogger
Banlc incident could destroy all of the laboriously laid
groundwork for the improvement of Anglo-French relations.
Delcasse's correspondence contained more on the Dogger Bank
incident than on any other^ issue during his tenure as
Foreign Minister—indicative of how seriously he regarded
41
the situation.
The French position was almost as
critical as those of Russia and Britain.

In the event of

an Anglo-Russian war, France would have been called upon to
fulfill her treaty obligations and to back Russia."^^
France would then have faced the unpleasant choice of war
in support of her one and only ally, or of neutrality to
foster her improving relationship with England.
case she would have lost:

in the first Britain's friend-

ship, in the second Russia's alliance.
for moderation.

In either

Delcasse pleaded

Ambassador Cambon recalled rushing back

and forth in London between Lansdowne and the Russian
Ambassador, Count Alexander Benckendorff, all one day
and at the end of that day recorded that "this is not
Christopher Andrew, Theophile Delcasse and the
Making of the Entente Cordiale: A Reappraisal of French
Foreign Policy, 1893-1905 (London: Macmillan, 19 68) ,
p. 24 8. Hereafter cited as Andrew, Theophile Delcasse.
42
France's obligations would have been military in
nature only if Britain attacked Russia first. However,
France would have been obliged to support Russia materially in any event of a war with Britain.

39
finished."
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told Cambon:

After the crisis had ebbed. King Edward
"I beg you to tell M. Loubet [the French

President] how grateful I am for the attitude of France and
for the services rendered by her in the cause of peace. "^^
The British demands were presented to the Russian
government in three parts.
apology.

The first called for an

The second insisted upon full reparations being

paid to the injured parties.

To these two conditions the

Tsar, Lamsdorff, and Benckendorff had already assured the
British of their willingness to comply.

Thirdly, the

British stipulated that before the Baltic Fleet left Vigo,
an inquiry was to be made into the incident and that all
persons responsible for it be debarked at Vigo along with
any other eyewitnesses necessary.

In addition to this

initial inquiry a full inquiry should be made into the
incident by an independent court along the lines suggested
in Articles 9-14 of the Hague Convention of 1899.

These

articles provided for the instituting of an international
commission of inquiry to decide the facts of a disputed
45
case.

.
The main point of contention was that the Russian
43

Paul Eubank, Paul Cambon: Master Diplomatist
(Norman: University of Oklahoma Press, 1960), p. 94.
Hereafter cited as Eubank, Paul Cambon.
44
Andrew, Theophile Delcasse, p. 249.
45
These six articles are reproduced m Appendix I.
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government should punish any persons found guilty by the
46
commission.
The Russians had agreed to everything but
the punishment of their officers, which they believed would
be a hximiliation and therefore unacceptable to a Great
Power. 47
Until October 26 the Russian government's attitude
had been concilliatory.

Abused and chastized by the press

and by world public opinion for perpetrating such an
unprovoked attack, the Russians were most accommodating in
their attitude and actions.
reversed their position.

However, on that day they

On the morning of the twenty-

sixth the Baltic Fleet docked at Vigo.

It was then that

the enormity of the affair was revealed to Rozhdestven48
sky.
He promptly telegraphed his version of the incident
to St. Petersburg.
The North Sea incident was occasioned by the action
of two torpedo boats which steamed at full speed under
cover of the night, and shewing no lights, towards the
ship which was leading our detachment. It was only
after our searchlights had been turned on that it was
remarked that a few small steam craft bearing a resemblance to trawlers were present.
The detachment made every effort to spare these
craft, and ceased firing as soon as the torpedo boats
had disappeared from sight.
46
Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 27, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 14, 14.
Hardinge to Lansdowne, October 27, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 15, 15.
48
Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 46; and
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, p~. 23.
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The Russian detachment did not include any torpedo
destroyers, and no Russian vessel of any kind was left
behind upon the scene of the incident. It follows that
the vessel which is declared to have remained in the
neighborhood of the small fishing boats until daylight
must have been one of the two enemy's torpedo boats,
which had only sustained some injuries, the other one
having been sunk.
Our ships refrained from giving assistance to the
trawlers on account of their apparent complicity, which
they manifested by their persistence in attempting to
pass through our line.
Some of these trawlers did not show their navigation lights for a long time, and others not at all.4 9
The Russians considered the situation altered; for
this account shifted the blame for the incident to the
British fishermen.

The Russian government, the navy, and

the public agreed with Rozhdestvensky; there had been
Japanese torpedo boats intermixed with the British vessels.
These telegrams influenced the mood of the Russian people.
Sir Charles Hardinge recounted this change in Russian
attitude in his memoirs.
These telegrams created an immense revulsion of feeling
and those who had been penitent under the accusations
levelled against the Baltic Fleet became truculent and
aggressive in the role of the accuser.^^
An eyewitness account of the Dogger Bank incident
sent from Vigo, published in the Novoe Vremya,

gave a

49
Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 27, 1904, B.D. ,
IV, No. 16, 15.
Hardinge, Old Diplomacy, p. 108.
51
The Novoe Vremya in 1904 was considered a semiofficial Russian government newspaper.
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Russian sailor's version of the events. It reported the
sighting of at least two fast-moving Japanese torpedo
craft.

It also held that the British fishing vessels had

behaved in a highly suspicious manner—they had displayed
no lights or flags; they had not attempted to signal, and
not one British fisherman was to be seen on deck.

The

Russian witness concluded that in all probability the
British fishermen were conspiring with the Japanese torpedo
boats; if not, then the Japanese, not the Russians, were to
blame for the incident. 52
The Russians also detected a flaw in the British
account.

The fishermen had reported the sighting of a

torpedo boat, presumably Russian, left at the scene of the
53
encounter after the Russian battleships had steamed away.
The English press had made much of this report, claiming
that it demonstrated the callousness of the Russians,
especially Rozhdestvensky.

The Russians could prove that

their detachment at the Dogger Bank on the night of
October 21-22 included no torpedo boats; all of their
torpedo boats were at Cherbourg. ^"^ Therefore, the Russians
U.S., Deoartment of State, Dispatches from United
States Ministers to Russia, 1808-1906, Vol. LXII, microfilm
roll No. 62, newspaper clipping enclosed in an unnumbered
dispatch dated November 2, 1904.
^•^Hardinge to Lansdowne, October 28, 1904, Parliamentary Papers, CIII, No. 45, 404-406.
^^New York Times, October 25, 1904, p. 1.
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concluded, the fishermen were either lying or had indeed
sighted the Japanese torpedo boats. 55
With the hardening of Russia's attitude, the
situation became critical.

Although diplomats from Bri-

tain, Russia, and France worked unceasingly to preserve
peace, by the end of the day of October 27 it still
appeared to Lansdowne "as if the betting was about even as
between peace and war."

The British press and the public

were demanding satisfaction for the outrage—as yet they
had only received explanations and excuses from the
Russians.

For their part the Russians, believing in the

truth of their admiral's report, felt that they could not
humiliate themselves by acknowledging the English version
of the incident or submitting to their demands.
•Fundamentally, the situation condensed itself to
the two conflicting versions of the incident—with each
country firmly believing in the reports from its men.

As

no consensus on the facts was possible, the only probable
course open to the countries lay in the investigation of
the incident by an impartial body.

Both Russia and Britain

had suggested the creation of an international commission
Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 27, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 16, 15-17; Hardinge to Lansdowne, October 28,
1904, Parliamentary Papers, CIII, No. 45, 404-406.
Newton, Lord Lansdowne, p. 317.
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of inquiry along the guidelines of the Hague Convention of
1899, but Russia had balked because of Britain's insistence
that any officers found guilty should be punished.
Friday, October 28, dawned as an important day,
perhaps the most crucial day of the crisis. Prime Minister
58
Arthur J. Balfour
was scheduled to give an address in
Southampton.

On the twenty-sixth the Cabinet had met and

decided to have Lansdowne inform Benckendorff of Balfour's
impending public appearance.

At the same time, Bencken-

dorf f was warned that "it would be impossible to avoid
touching on the subject" of the Dogger Bank; Englishmen
59
would demand to know the progress of the negotiations.
Benckendorff was advised that, if by this date the Russians
had not agreed to stop the fleet and remove those men who
might be guilty, Balfour would announce that Britain could
not allow the Baltic Fleet to proceed.

Hoping to hear from

the Russian governm.ent, Balfour postponed his departure
from London until the last minute, and it was not until he
arrived at Southampton that he received a telegram advising
Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 27, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 14, 14; Hardinge to Lansdov/ne, October 23, 1904,
B.D., IV, No. 18, 18.
^^Balfour had succeeded Salisbury as Prime Minister
in 1902. Highly intelligent, Balfour also supporiied the
policy of involvement rather than isolation and backed
Lansdov/ne's efforts.
^^Blanche Dugdale, Arthur Jarr-.es Balfour, Vol. I
(New York: G.P. Putnam's Sons, 1937), p. 286.
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him that an agreement had been reached.

In his speech

Balfour gave the essence of the Russian concessions.
Russia had expressed profound regret at the occurrence;
that she had promised most liberal compensation for the
victims; that she had ordered the detention at Vigo of
that part of the Baltic Fleet which was concerned in
the incident; and that those officers who were
responsible for it or who were material witnesses would
not proceed to the Far East. An inquiry, . . . , is to
be instituted into the facts by an international commission to be constituted in accordance with the provisions of the Hague Convention, and the persons found
guilty by that tribunal will be tried and adequately
punished.62
The diplomats in London, Paris, and St. Petersburg drew a
sigh of relief.

This should have closed the incident.

It

did not.
According to British understanding of the agreement, Rozhdestvensky was to debark the men and officers
responsible for the Dogger Bank incident.

Instead he sent

three junior officers and one senior officer to testify at
63
the International Commission of Inquiry.

Understandably

Rozhdestvensky did not want to leave any of his major
officers in Europe when he was going to need them in the
Dugdale, Arthur James Balfour, p. 287.
Balfour's speech was unnecessarily abusive of the
Russian navy and caused much ill-will in Russia.
^^The Times (London), October 29, 1904, p. 12.
^^Lansdowne to Hardinge, November 2, 1904, Parliamentary Papers, CIII, No. 54, 410. Officers debarked were
Captain Nicholas Klado, Lieutenant Ellis, Lieutenant
Shramtchenko, and Ensign Ott. The New York Times, November 3, 1904, p. 6, listed Ott as a Lieutenant. The senior
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Far East.

The British government and public became aroused

when they learned that only four men had been chosen and
that these four had been selected because of their know64
ledge of foreign languages.
This severely strained
diplomatic negotiations.
The diplomatic maneuverings proceeding at this time
were made even more difficult because for three days
Admiral Lord Charles Beresford's Channel Fleet shadowed the
Baltic Fleet, v/hich had been allowed to leave Vigo on
November 1.

Always ready for a .scrap, the hot-tempered,

red-haired Irish admiral and his squadron made sport of the
Russian fleet, which had difficulty maintaining formation
on a calm day.

With decks cleared for action the British

ships executed beautifully timed maneuvers for the purpose
fi 5

of humiliating the Russians.

Officer Politovsky wrote

bitterly to his wife about the British:

"They are cunning

and powerful at sea and insolent everywhere.

How many

impediments has this ruler of the seas put on our
officer, Captain Klado, was one of Rozhdestvensky's
officers aboard the Suvorov. Klado claimed to know a
great deal about naval strategy and tactics and continually pestered Rozhdestvensky with his ideas. Undoubtedly
Rozhdestvensky included Klado among the officers to be
debarked simply to be rid of him.
64
Eubank, Paul Cambon, p. 93.
^^Hough, The Fleet That Had to Die, p. 50.
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voyage?"

66

These actions of the Channel Fleet provoked

bellicose feelings in Russia and prompted Sir Charles
Hardinge to make "a very vigorous protest" to London.^^
Hardinge coupled this protest with a warning that war with
Russia was dangerously close at hand.

The British Admi-

ralty reacted by recalling Beresford and his squadron.^^
Tensions in the capitals of Europe receded with
Beresford's recall, and as the Baltic Fleet continued on
its ill-fated voyage that would climax in its destruction
by the Japanese navy at the Battle of Tsushima Straits in
69
May, 1905.
For nearly two weeks the menace of a major
66
Politovsky, From Libau to Tsushima, p. 28.
67
Hardinge to Lansdowne, November 14, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 26, 33-35.
go

At the end of the day of November 1, First Sea
Lord Fisher wrote to his wife: "It has very nearly been
war again. Very near indeed, . . . ." [Italics are
Fisher's.] See Arthur J. Marder, ed., Fear God and Dread
Nought: The Correspondence of Admiral of the Fleet Lord
Fisher of Kilverstone, VoTl II: The Years of Pov;er, 19041914 (London: Jonathan Cape, 1956) , 47.
69
Reaching the Far East too late to save Port
Arthur, the Baltic Fleet was almost totally destroyed by
the Japanese while trying to reach Vladivostock. At the
Battle of Tsushima Straits on May 27-28, 1905, the
Japanese navy, commanded by Admiral Togo, sank six of the
eight Russian battleships and captured the other two. In
addition, the Japanese sank, captured, or interned twentyfive other Russian ships. Russian losses totaled 4,830 men
dead and 6,000 captured. Japanese losses were 117 men.
Rozhdestvensky himself was injured and subsequently captured by the Japanese. After the war he returned to
Russia where he faced a court-martial along v/ith many of
his officers. They were offered to the Russian people as
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war had been a very real spectre to the Great Powers of
Europe.

A critical mistake had threatened to bring the

Asian conflict to Europe.

Diplomacy had failed to resolve

the questions raised by the Dogger Bank incident.

Another

means of solution had to be employed to finalize the Dogger
Bank affair.
During the negotiations of the Dogger Bank incident
Britain, France, and Russia had labored unceasingly to
preserve peace and amicable relations between Russia and
Britain.

The exception to the countries that worked for

peace was Germany.

She had nothing to lose and much to

gain if Great Britain, France, and Russia became embroiled
over the Dogger Bank incident.

In the fourteen years since

Bismarck's dismissal Germany had seen a deterioration of
her position of prominence on the continent.

Once the

leader of Europe's only alliance, the Triple Alliance, and
secretly protected in the east by the "reinsurance
treaties," Germany by 1904 found herself flanked on the
east and the west by the member nations of a rival alliance.

Still formidable, Germany nevertheless occupied a

scapegoats for the entire disaster of the Russo-Japanese
War. Rozhdestvensky was dismissed from the service for
failure to perform his duty.
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much less comfortable position in Europe in 1904 than she
had in 1890.^^
The person largely responsible for Germany's situation was the Kaiser, William II. Headstrong, impetutous,
and thought by some to be mentally unsound,^"^ William had
succeeded to the German throne in 1888. He had allowed the
Reinsurance Treaty with Russia to lapse, but by 1904 he had
realized the mistake of this action.

William impatiently

awaited the outbreak of the Russo-Japanese War, hoping that
this would create an opportunity to dislodge Russia from
72
her alliance with France.

During the course of the war

William hoped to demonstrate to Nicholas II Germany's
benevolent attitude towards Russia.

Such an opportunity

presented itself when he permitted the Hamburg-American
73
Line to supply the coal for the Baltic Fleet.
Although
70
Sidney B. Fay, "The Kaiser's Secret Negotiations
with the Tsar, 1904-1905," American Historical Review,
XXIV (October 1, 1918), 52. Hereafter cited as Fay,
"Secret Negotiations." Also see Gooch, Before the War,
p. 187.
71
Albertini, Origins of the War, p. 73. Many
Germans believed that the Kaiser was mentally unsound.
Included in this list V7ere Bismarck, General Waldersee,
Holstein, Cardinal Hohenlohe, and Billow.
72
Bernard von Biilow, Memoirs, Vol. II: From the
Morocco Crisis to Resignation, 1903-1909, trans, by A.F.
Voigt (London: Cheswick Press, 1931), TO-71. See also
Gooch, Before the War, p. 253.
"^•^Cecil, " C o a l f o r t h e F l e e t T h a t Had t o
p.

991.
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appreciated by Nicholas, this act was not important enough
for the Kaiser at that time to attempt to bring Russia once
again into a formal agreement with Germany.
When the Dogger Bank incident occurred in the
autumn of 1904, the Kaiser made every effort to exploit the
tensions that were created.

Many Britons felt that the

Kaiser had somehow been behind the incident.

Sir Cecil

Spring-Rice, Councellor at the British Embassy at St.
Petersburg at the time of the Dogger Bank incident, and
later Ambassador to the United States, wrote, "I have a
strong impression that Germany got up the whole affair but
T A

has covered up her tracks."

There exist two pieces of

evidence that prove the British suspicions to be unfounded.
On October 13, 1904, Count Paul von Metternich, German
Ambassador to Great Britain, cabled the German Foreign
Office:
I am informed on reliable authority that if the
Russian Black'^^ (sic) Sea fleet sails, mines are to be
laid on the Sound and Cattegat by agents in Japanese
employment.
Gwynn, Letters and Friendships of Spring-Rice,
p. 433; E.J. Dillon, "V7as the North Sea Incident 'Made in
Germany'?" Contemporary Review, LXXXVI (December, 1904),
361-367.
^^Metternich obviously meant the Baltic Fleet._ The
Sound and Cattegat are located in the Baltic Sea, not in
the Mediterranean. Also the Russian Black Sea Fleet was
prohibited from leaving the Black Sea by international
agreement. The insertion of the word "Black" for "Baltic"
is either a publisher's error or an error by the translator.
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I beg that this warning may be communicated to the
Russian government.'°
German records indicate that this message was never transmitted to Russian officials because the information was
unverified and because the German Foreign Office felt
that to relay the information would be incompatible with
Germany's policy of neutrality."^"^

The second piece of

evidence is that the two emperors, William and Nicholas,
had been corresponding on a personal basis since June of
that year, and although the Kaiser's letters were full of
rumors and insinuations, Japanese activity in European
waters was not one of the rumors that the Kaiser repeated
to the Tsar. 78
The Kaiser, however, recognized the Dogger Bank
incident as the opportunity for which he had been waiting.
Using his personal correspondence with Nicholas as a base
for his manipulations to dislodge Russia from the FrancoRussian Alliance, William telegraphed to Nicholas on
76
Metternich to the German Foreign Office, October 13, 1904, German Diplomatic Documents, Vol. Ill: The
Growing Antagonism, 1898-1910, trans, and ed. by E.T.S"!
Dugdale (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1969), 182-183.
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Metternich to the German Foreign Office, October 13, 1904, German Diplomatic Documents, III, 182-183.
78
Herman Bernstein, ed., The Willy-Nicky Correspondence: Being the Secret and Intimate Telegrams Exchanged
between the""Kaiser and the Tsar (New York: Alfred A.
Knopf^ 1918). References to this work will be cited as
Wi1ly-Nicky Correspondence.
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October 27 that Germany's vital assistance of supplying
coal was being threatened by Great Britain and the British
p r e s s — t h e result of this might be the immobility of the
Baltic Fleet.

This danger, William suggested

• . . would have to be faced in community by Russia and
Germany together, who would both have to remind your
ally, France, of obligations he has taken over in the
treaty of dual alliance with you, . . . .79
William also took this opportunity to remind Nicholas that
Togo's naval battles were being fought with Cardiff coal.
He than sent his regrets about the Dogger Bank incident,
adding a few lines to the effect that he did not believe
that it would cause serious diplomatic complications.

80

William's telegram could not have reached Nicholas
at a more opportune time.

After days of rebuke and ridi-

cule to his navy Nicholas had received word from his
admiral on the twenty-sixth that the Japanese, and possibly the British fishermen in league with the Japanese, had
perpetrated the incident.

According to Nicholas, Rozhdest-

vensky 's telegram "changes completely the character of the
81
event."
Venting his anger in a reply to William's telegram of the day before, Nicholas wrote:
"^^illiam to Nicholas, October 2 7 , 1904, WillyNicky Correspondence, No. 13, pp. 68-71.
^^William to Nicholas, October 2 7 , 1904, WillyNicky Correspondence, No. 13, pp. 68-71.
^•^Nicholas to William, October 2 8 , 1904, WillyNicky Correspondence, No. 14, pp. 73-75.
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I have no words to express my indignation with England's conduct . . . .
I fully agree with your complaints about England's behaviour concerning the
coaling of our ships by German steamers, whereas she
understands the rules of keeping neutrality in her own
fashion. It is certainly high time to put a stop to
this. The only way, as you say, would be that Germany,
Russia and France should at once unite upon an arrangement to abolish Anglo-Japanese arrogance and insolence.
Would you like to lay down and frame the outlines of
such a treaty and let me know it? As soon as accepted
by us France is bound to join her ally. The combination has often come to my mind; it will mean peace and
rest for the world.82
All that the Kaiser secretly had dreamed now
appeared about to become reality; the vision of a continental alliance directed by him against England began to
materialize.

He was not concerned if France joined Germany

and Russia in the alliance.

If France did align with

Germany and Russia, so much the better, but if she did not,
Germany would still have regained her preeminence in
Europe.

As director of the Triple Alliance and with

Russia's benevolence assured, the Kaiser would become
master of Europe.

France's power would not have been a

deciding factor; she could join the continental alliance
or support England.

In either case Germany would remain
83
the dominant political force in Europe.

^^Nicholas to William, October 28, 1904, WillyNicky Correspondence, No. 14, pp. 73-75.
83
Fay, "Secret Negotiations," p. 52; and Lional M.
Gelber, The Rise of Anglo-American Friendship: A Study in
World Politics, 1398-1906 (London: Oxford University
Press, 1938), p. 173. Hereafter cited as Gelber, Rise of
Anglo-American Friendship.
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Losing no time, William replied to Nicholas's offer
in one day, including a draft of the suggested treaty in a
separate letter to the monarch.

Designated as defensive in

nature, this draft allowed that if one of the two signing
parties was attacked by a European power, the other ally
would help.

The two countries would also act in a con-

certed manner to remind France of her obligations under the
Franco-Russian treaty.

It also stipulated that no separate

peace should be concluded.

The third article, aimed

specifically at Britain, statedr
The promise of help includes the case where acts, such
as the delivery of coal to a belligerent, should give
rise after the war to complaints by a third Power as to
pretended violations of the rights of neutrals.^4
To spur Nicholas into acceptance of the treaty
William plied him with rumors, evidence of Britain's
perfidiousness.

In the telegram of October 30 William

included a report that he had gleaned "from a private
source" that the British fishermen had acknowledged having
seen foreign ships among their trawlers and concluded that
85
"there has been foul play."
Anxiously awaiting a favorable reply from Nicholas, William wrote to the Russian
84
Sir A.W. Ward and G.P. Gooch, eds.. The Cambridge
History of British Foreign Policy, 1783-1919, Vol. Ill:
1866-1919 (New York: The Macmillan Company, 1923), 335.
^^William to Nicholas, October 30, 1904, WillyNicky Correspondence, No. 15, p. 76.
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monarch on November 15, and again on November 19, reporting
provocative activity by the British in Afghanistan.^^
Nicholas hesitated.

For obvious reasons the Kaiser

had proposed that the treaty be signed by Germany and
Russia and its contents then revealed to France.
balked at this, cabling, " . . .

Nicholas

before signing the last

draft of the treaty I think it advisable to let the French
87
see it . . . ."
William replied that "it is my firm
conviction that it could be absolutely dangerous to inform
88
France before we have signed the treaty."

The Tsar, on

December 7, refused to sign until it had been submitted to
the French, and at this time the treaty failed to material89
ize.
But the famous Bjorko Agreement signed by the two
monarchs in the summer of 1905 was a direct consequence of
this abortive Russo-German treaty of the autumn of 1904.
The terms of the Bjorko Agreement were similar to the three
86
•William to Nicholas, November 15, 1904 and
November 19, 1904, Willy-Nicky Correspondence, Nos. 16 and
17, pp. 77-81.
87
Nicholas to William, November 23, 1904, WillyNicky Correspondence, No. 19, p. 83.
^^William to Nicholas, November 26, 1904, WillyNicky Correspondence, No. 20, pp. 85-87.
89
The Kaiser, stunned by his failure to lead
Nicholas into an agreement wrote to Biilow on December 28,
1904, that this was "the first personal failure of my life
I hope it is not the first of a series of similar experiences." William to Biilow, December 28, 1904, German
Diplomatic Documents, III, 184-185.
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proposed by the Kaiser after the Dogger Bank crisis, but in
1905 the Tsar signed.

Appalled at the terms of the Bjorko

Agreement, and fearing its consequences, Lamsdorff, aided
by Serge Witte, Chairman of the Russian Council of Ministers, succeeded in persuading Nicholas to annull this
preliminary treaty. 90

90Albertini, Origins of the War, pp. 159-161.

CHAPTER III
THE INTERNATIONAL COMMISSION OF INQUIRY
The first international peace conferences were
convened to reconcile the immediate causes of war and to
attempt, through treaties, to prevent a recurrence of
conflict.

They owed their very existence to war and their

purpose was to determine the conditions of peace.

Two

examples of these first types of peace conferences were the
Congress of Vienna, 1814-1815, held at the close of the
Napoleonic Wars, and the Congress of Paris, 1856, which
convened at the termination of the Crimean War.

From

these first initiatives a second stage of peace conferences
evolved—conferences called in an attempt to regulate
future warfare.

These second types of peace conferences

were also preceded by war, but differed from their predecessors in that they did not meet to adjust the terms of
James Brown Scott, The Hague Peace Conferences of
1899 and 1907, Vol. I (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press,
1909) , 6~. He"reafter cited as Scott, Hague Peace Conferences. Scott, one of the foremost authorities on the Hague
Conferences, listed three other peace conferences of this
first type which resulted in the Treaty of Westphalia,
1648; the Treaties of Utrecht, 1713-1714; and the Treaty of
Berlin, 1878.
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peace, but rather had the more general purpose of rendering
future wars more humane.

Examples of this type of peace

conference were the Red Cross, or Geneva, Conferences of
1864 and 1868.

Although differing in purpose these peace

conferences had two points in common:

they were preceded

by war and they owed their existence to war.^
These initial conferences laid the groundwork for
the Hague Peace Conference of 1899.

The Hague Conference

was, however, unique in that it for the first time considered how wars could be prevented—not how they could be
settled or the conditions of war civilized."^

It also

differed from its predecessors in that it was not called at
the termination of a war, but rather was convened on the
invitation of Nicholas II of Russia for the expressed
purpose of the "maintenance of a general peace and a
possible reduction of the excessive armaments."
Title III of the Hague Convention of 1899 was
devoted exclusively to the prevention of wars.

Specifi-

cally, Title III, Articles 9-14 of the Hague Convention of
189 9 provided the framework for the creation of an international commission of inquiry to resolve international
2
Scott, Hague Peace Conferences, I, 7.
3
James Brown Scott, "The Work of the Second Hague
Peace Conference," The American Journal of International
Law, Vol. II (1908), 6-8.
4
Scott, Hague Peace Conferences, I, 19.
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crises.

The commission of inquiry was viewed as a last

resort—all other peaceful methods of solution having been
g
exhausted.
Reference to the Hague articles, and thus to a
commission of inquiry, was entirely voluntary; the framers
of the convention believed nations would be more inclined
to submit issues if not required to do so.
The five Hague articles applicable to the types of
problems caused by the Dogger Bank incident provided a
flexible framework in which the facts of a disputed case
could be ascertained.

Initially, it instituted an inter-

national commission of inquiry, whose composition was left
to the two conflicting parties, and then gave the commission investigative fact-finding powers.

Before the com-

mission could be created both conflicting nations had to
sign an agreement designating the procedure to be used by
the commission, the scope of its investigation, and the
extent of its powers.

At the close of their probe the

members were required to issue a report of the commission's
findings—the report was to be a statement of facts which
left the contracting parties to judge the effect to be
7
given to the statement.
Articles 9-14 are reproduced in Appendix I.
Scott, Hague Peace Conferences, I, 265-266.
7
Scott, Hague Peace Conferences, I, 87.
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Both Britain and Russia had suggested the invocation of Articles 9 through 14 of the Hague Convention as a
solution to the Dogger Bank incident.

On October 27

Lansdowne informed Benckendorff that one of the British
stipulations for the settlement of the crisis was that a
full inquiry be made into the matter and that the procedure
of this investigation might be fashioned by Articles 9-14
q

of the Hague Convention.

The Emperor Nicholas also wished

to refer the matter to the Hague Convention, which he had
been instrumental in arranging, and communicated his desire
9
to the British on October 28.

After the Russian conces-

sions of October 28 (in a later telegram on that day)
officials in London and St. Petersburg began work on a
convention to govern the proceedings of the commission.

On

October 31, only nine days after the incident itself and
just three days after the receipt of the Russian telegram,
Lansdowne transmitted to the Russian Foreign Office a
draft of an agreement for the convention.

Enclosed in a

dispatch to Hardinge, the British proposals regarding the
q

Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 27, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 14, 14.
^Hardinge to Lansdowne, October 29, 1904, B.D. ,
IV, No. 18, 18.
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scope and organization of the commission consisted of six
articles.
Article 2 of the British draft created the only
difficulty in negotiations.

The article read that the

commission should not only "enquire into and report on"
the facts of the Dogger Bank incident, but that it should
also determine the responsibility for the incident and
"the degree of blame" of those responsible.

The Russian

government objected to this article, claiming that it
12
assumed the guilt of the Russian officers.
The British
insisted on the inclusion of this article, and on November 4 Lamsdorff informed Hardinge that Nicholas had agreed
to all six articles in their entirety.

Russian naval

authorities tried to revise the wording, but the final
article was substantially as Lansdowne had originally
worded it.
The final document, comprising the guidelines for
the proceedings of the international commission of inquiry
Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 31, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 25, Enc. 1, 29-33.
Lansdowne to Hardinge, October 31, 1904, B.D.,
IV, No. 25, Enc. 1, 29-33.
12
Amos Hershey, The International Diplomacy of the
Russo-Japanese War (London: Macmillan, 1906), p. 229.
Hereafter cited as Hershey, International Diplomacy.
•'••^Editor's note, B.D. , IV, 31.
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was signed in St. Petersburg on November 25, 1904."^^

This

Declaration of St. Petersburg defined the nature, composition, and powers of the commission.

It provided for five

commissioners, one officer from each of the navies of
Great Britain, Russia, France, and the United States, and
a fifth selected by those specifically named.

The commis-

sion was to meet in Paris as soon as possible, and after
arriving at its conclusions it was to send a report of its
findings to both contracting parties.
The Declaration of St. Petersburg authorized the
commissioners to designate responsibility for the incident.
The troublesome Article 2 became the core of the agreement.
It stated:
The commission shall inquire into and report on all the
circumstances relative to the North Sea incident, and
particularly on the question as to where the responsibility lies, and the degree of blame attaching to the
subjects of the two High Contracting Parties or to the
subjects of other countries in the event of their
responsibility being established by the inquiry.1^
The international commission of inquiry, as established in the Declaration of St. Petersburg, therefore
significantly extended the scope of the Hague articles.
The St. Petersburg agreement broadened the intent of the
•'"'^The text of the Declaration of St. Petersburg is
reproduced in its entirety in Appendix III of this paper.
15
See Appendix III.
See Appendix III.
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Hague Convention in two aspects.

A comparison of the texts

revealed that the St. Petersburg document did not restrict
the commission to an investigative body, nor did it confine
its findings merely to a factual statement.

According to

Article 2 of the Declaration of St. Petersburg the commission had the right to determine the facts and the unprecedented power to decide on the controversial and volatile
questions of responsibility for the incident and the degree
of blame of both British and Russian subjects.

In addi-

tion, the commissioners could find that citizens of countries other than Britain or Russia were to blame for the
incident.

Secondly, instead of stipulating the procedure

to be followed by the commission (as Article 10 of the
Hague Convention intended) Article 3 of the St. Petersburg
Declaration specifically left all details of procedure to
the decision of the commission.-^'
The commissioners held a preliminary meeting in
Paris on Tuesday, December 20, 1904.^^
appeared:

Only three admirals

Vice-Admiral Fournier from France, Vice-Admiral

Sir Lewis Beaumont from Great Britain, and Admiral Kaznakov
from Russia.

During this initial meeting Vice-Admiral

1"7Agnes Fry, A Memoir of the Right Honourable Sir
Edward Fry, G.C.B. (London: Humphrey Milford Oxford University Press, 1921), p. 182. Hereafter cited as Fry,
Memoir of Sir Edward Fry.
18Paleologue, Three Years, p. 145.
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Charles H. Davis remained in England.

Due to Davis's

absence the admirals discussed preliminary details unofficially.

Admiral Kaznakov suggested that the Emperor Franz

Joseph of Austria choose the fifth member of the commis20
sion.
Fournier and Beaumont politely refused, believing
this to be an attempt to pl'ace a German representative on
the commission.

At noon of the first day the unofficial

talks closed with a luncheon given by Delcasse for the
21
members of the commission and their aides.
On December 22 the commission held its first official meeting with all four admirals present—Admiral Davis
having arrived in Paris the night before.

Kaznakov,

Beaumont, Fournier, and Davis officially requested that
Vice-Admiral Baron von Spaun of the Austro-Hungarian navy
be selected as the fifth member.

Pending his arrival in

Paris, the commission recessed, fixing its next meeting
22
date as Monday, January 9, 1905.
By the opening session in January the Russian
government had realized its mistake in appointing Admiral
-J Q

Davis's tardiness angered some, especially the
French diplomat Maurice Paleologue, who wrote disgustedly
of this "Yankee casualness." Paleologue, Three Years,
p. 145.
^^This was allowed by Article 1 of the St. Petersburg declaration. See Appendix III.
21
Paleologue, Three Years, p. 146.
22
Paleologue, Three Years, p. 146.
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Kaznakov—a senile octogenarian, a man totally unable to
pursue a vigorous case for the Russians.

Attending the

sessions in December, Admiral Kaznakov had been described
as a "pitiful human scarecrow" who
. . . is round-shouldered and has dull, lifeless eyes,
a hang-dog look, drooping lips and moustache. He
cannot string a sentence together and seems to see and
understand nothing.^^
During the December meeting Admiral Kaznakov continually
disconcerted his colleagues by alternately napping and
demanding the appointment as the fifth commissioner of an
Austro-Hungarian admiral who had been dead for ten years.

24

The Russian Ambassador in Paris, Alexander Nelidov, finally
took matters in hand and requested Kaznakov's recall,
25
alleging ill-health as an excuse.

In his place the

Russian government appointed Admiral Feodor Vassilievitch
Dubasov, General Aide-de-Camp of the Emperor, who proved to
be an able and energetic representative of the Russian
case. 26
The official sessions of the international commission of inquiry, with all five admirals present, opened on
^^Paleologue, Three Years, p. 146.
^^Westwood, Witnesses of Tsushima, p. 106.
Paleologue, Three Years, p. 146.
^^Davis to the Secretary of tne Navy, January 10,
1905, in U.S., National Archives, subject No. 3365, letter
No. 30, record group No. 24.
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January 9, 1905, and continued through February 25, 19 05.
Assembled in the gilded magnificence of a large apartment
of the Quai d'Orsay, the sessions were of three types:
public, not public (open only to persons connected with the
commission), and sessions in the Council Hall, in which
only the commissioners and assessors participated. 27
When the commission convened, the admirals sat at
the end of the apartment with the English delegation on
their right and the Russian delegation on their left.
Russia and Great Britain were allowed to have legal
assessors. Baron Michael Taube and Sir Edward Fry, respec28
tively, as advisors to the admirals.
In addition, both
Great Britain and Russia were represented by an "agent"
whose delegated duty was "to take part in the labors of the
commission." 29

In reality the English agent, Mr. O'Bierne,

27
Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 234.
28
The Russian legal specialist, Feodor de Martens,
had refused to represent Russia at the commission because
he did "not believe a word of Admiral Rozhdestvensky's
statement! All my personal findings . . . prove that there
never was any Japanese torpedo boat at the Dogger Bank.
. . . With my international reputation, established on
thirty years of scientific and diplomatic work, it really
would be terrible to end this career in a world scandal."
See Baron M. de Taube, La Politique Russe D'Avant-Guerre
et la Fin de L'Em.pire des Tsars, 1904-1917 (Pans:
Librairie Ernest Leroux, 1928), p. 10. Sir Edward Fry was
one of England's renowned authorities on international
law, and represented Great Britain at the Hague Conferences
of 1899 and 1907.
Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 234.
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and his Russian counterpart, M. Nekludov, became prosecuting attorneys.
Beginning their work on January 9, the commissioners chose Admiral Fournier to preside over the sessions.
From January 9 to January 20 they deliberated over the
31
rules of procedure.
Sir*Edward Fry wrote home of the
difficulties they encountered:
. . . of course, it is very difficult to organize a
whole system of procedure—when you start as we did,
with a clean slate, and v/hen each nation would like to
write on it its own ideas of what to do, the Russians
hating publicity, the French wanting the judges to do
all the examining, and then, besides, a body of five
Admirals who know nothing of procedure . . . .-^^
The procedure adopted was similar to the procedure followed
in an English court of lav/. Both sides were to present
their witnesses, who would be examined and cross-examined.
At the conclusion of testimony the British and Russian
representatives would be given a final opportunity to
summarize their interpretations of the testimony given.
The long-awaited testimony of the witnesses began
on January 25 after both sides had made opening remarks in
which they stated their cases or their views of the incident.

In thirteen public sessions the details of the

event unfolded, as related first by the English and then
30
Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 234.
31
Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 230.
"^ Fry, Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, pp. 186-187
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by the Russian eyewitnesses.

The public, allowed to

attend, did so in surprisingly large numbers, especially
during the testimony of the Russian witnesses.

Called

first. Captain Wood of the trawler Zero set the tone for
the English case.

Beginning with the captain and continu-

ing through the twenty-seven English witnesses, the English
case materialized as an honest and straightforward account
of the events.

Never ruffled in cross-examination by the

Russians, the Englishmen presented such a solid foundation
for the English claims that on several instances Admiral
Fournier paused to commend them "on their medals and their
33
brave conduct."

Despite the irritation of being con-

stantly interrupted in their testimony because of the
necessity of having it translated into French, the official
language of the proceedings, these men acquitted themselves
extremely well.
In stark contrast to the ruddy and brusk English
fishermen the Russian officers seemed polished, verbose,
and witty.

Their testimony attracted large crowds, with an

unusually large number of French ladies.

Captain Nicholas

Klado's appearance brought by far the largest gathering; he
was a favorite of the French.

Eloquently answering all

questions of examination and cross-examination, Klado would
occasionally pause in his answers and turn to his audience
33
Fry, Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, p. 184.
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seated behind him for approval.

The ability to speak

fluent French accounted for some of the popularity of the
Russian officers—their testimony being much smoother, not
hampered by interruptions for translation.
As expected, the British and Russian accounts
differed on crucial issues.

The Russian witnesses were

unanimous in their testimony that there had been two
torpedo boats at the Dogger Bank that night, one approaching the flagship Suvorov from each side and moving without
lights.

Lieutenant Ellis testified that these two torpedo

boats had been clearly visible in the light of the bursting
shells.

The British produced a naval expert who stated

that it was impossible to discern a torpedo boat at a
distance of greater than one mile.

The Russians had testi-

fied tha-t they fired on the torpedo boats at a distance of
about two miles.

In addition to the testimony of the

British fishermen, which rejected the idea that any torpedo
boats had been in the vicinity of the Dogger Bank, the
English introduced official notes from France, Germany,
Denmark, Holland, Sweden, Norway, and Japan denying that
any vessels from their respective countries had been in the
area of the Dogger Bank on the night of October 21-22.
These notes also stated that official information did not
34Fry, Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, pp. 184-185.
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confirm that Japanese torpedo boats landed or equipped in
any of their ports.^^
On the second important question, that of the duration and the direction of the firing, the Russian witnesses
testified that they had recognized the British fishing
boats at approximately the same time that the firing had
commenced, but the presence of these fishing vessels in the
firing-zone made it unavoidable that some should be hit.
As to the length of time of the Russian firing, Klado
maintained that it had lasted exactly nine minutes; the
skipper of the trawler Mine recalled that it had lasted
over twenty.^^
Upon completion of the testimony, one last public
session was held on February 13.37 Attended by more than
300 members of the diplomatic corps and French government
officials, and "numbers of well-dressed women," the session
resembled a courtroom in which final arguments were being
heard.^^

In a rather short session the agents of Britain

^^B.H. Conner, "The North Sea Inquiry," The Green
Bag: An Entertaining Magazine of the Law, XVIII (n.d.),
363-364.
36conner, "The North Sea Inquiry," p. 364.
^^Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 234;
Paleologue, Three Years, p. 168; Conner, "The North Sea
Inquiry," p. 362.
38 Paleologue, Three Years, p. 168.
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and Russia presented their "Observations and Conclusions."3 9
These last statements summarized days of testimony and
reflected the genuine beliefs that each country held about
the events of the night of October 21-22, 1904.

In a

concise speech Mr. O'Beirne presented four British conclusions :
1. That on the night of the 21st-22nd (8th-9th)
October, 1904, there was in fact no torpedo-boat or
destroyer present among the British trawlers or in the
neighborhood of the Russian fleet, and that the Russian
officers were mistaken in their belief that such vessels were present, or in the neighborhood, or attacked,
or intended to attack, the Russian fleet.
2.
(a) That there was no sufficient justification for
opening fire at all.
(b) When opened, there was a failure to direct and
control the fire, so as to avoid injury to the fishing
fleet.
(c) The firing upon the fishing fleet was continued
for an unreasonable time.
3. That those on board the Russian fleet ought to have
rendered assistance to the injured men and damaged vessels.
4. That there was no fault of any kind in the conduct
of those on the British trawlers or those connected
with their management.^0
These four points were rebutted by the Russian agent in his
summary, which consisted of only two points:
1. That the firing of the Russian squadron on the
night of October 21-22 (8-9), 1904, was ordered and
executed in legitimate accomplishment of the military
duties of the Commander of the squadron.
^^Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 234.
"^^Conner, "The North Sea Inquiry," p. 362; and
Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 235.
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2. That as a consequence, no responsibility can possibly rest upon Admiral Rojdestvensky [Rozhdestvensky] or
any of his subordinates.^!
After hearing these closing statements, the five admirals
withdrew into secret sessions to consider and formulate
their decision.
Despite efforts by the press to create incidents
between the British and Russian delegates, relations
between the men representing these two countries remained
cordial throughout the inquest.

Sir Edward Fry wrote that

"of course we do not always take the same view but our
friendly relations with the Russians have never been disturbed."

He also recorded that informal meetings between

the men took place, usually on Sunday afternoons, over tea
at the Hotel Bristol.

There, in a most amicable atmosphere

the admirals, diplomats, and their entourages conferred
unofficially.

These social gatherings played a large part

in enabling the commission to function smoothly in its
official sessions.
Amidst speculation and wild rumors spread by the
press, the commissioners rendered their verdict on the
^^Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 234.
^^Fry, Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, pp. 185-186.
Fry, Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, p. 18 9.
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afternoon of February 25, 1905."^^

In anticipation many

Parisians and foreign diplomats had come to the Quay
d'Orsay hours ahead of time and many found, to their disappointment, that they had arrived too late to secure a
seat and were forced to stand outside the apartment.

The

apprehensive audience listened in silence while Admiral
Fournier read the report.
In a seventeen-sectioned decision of admirable factfinding the commissioners courteously rejected the Russian
version of the incident.45 They unanimously found that the
vessels of the Gamecock Fleet did nothing to provoke the
attack, and, therefore, were entirely blameless; "the
responsibility for the action and the results of the fire
to which the fishing fleet was exposed are to be attributed
to Admiral Rojdestvensky [Rozhdestvensky]."46 In addition,
the majority, Dubasov dissenting, agreed that there had been
no Japanese torpedo boats in the vicinity on the night in
44
Fry, Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, pp. 18 9-19 0; and
Davis to the Secretary of the Navy, February 25, 1905, in
U.S., National Archives, subject No. 3365, record group
No. 45, unnumbered telegram. Rumors spread in some English
and American newspapers that the commission's findings were
all in favor of the Russians and that Admiral Rozhdestvensky was justified in firing on the British trawlers. A
copy of the decision of the commission of inquiry is
included in Appendix IV.
Davis to the Secretary of the Navy, February 25,
1905, in U.S., National Archives, subject No. 3365, record
group No. 45, unnumbered telegram.
^^Scott, The Hague Court Reports, I, 407.
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question and that "the opening of the fire by Admiral
Rojdestvensky [Rozhdestvensky] was not justifiable."^^
This majority further regretted that the Russians had not
informed the authorities of the fishermen's plight.
However, the commission recognized the need for
compromise.

They found that Rozhdestvensky's precautionary

measures and orders were not excessive.

Due to the nature

of the reports that he had received the admirals believed
that Rozhdestvensky had reason to become alarmed and
cautious.

They held that Rozhdestvensky "personally did

everything from beginning to end of the incident, to prevent
trawlers, recognized as such, from being fired upon by the
48
squadron."
In conclusion the admirals declared that their
findings in no way impinged Rozhdestvensky's or his men's
humanity-or their military capabilities.
The decision of the commissioners represented a
noble and highly successful attempt at a compromise.
Russia, although receiving responsibility for perpetrating
the incident, had her national honor left unscarred by the
incident, for the commissioners had drawn a distinction
47
S c o t t , The Hague Court R e p o r t s , I ,

408.

48
Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 237; and
Scott, The Hague Court Reports, I, 409.
49
Scott, The Hague Court Reports, I, 410.
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between guilt and intent.^^

Thus, although the admirals

found that the Russians had caused the incident, it was not
premeditated and therefore justifiable.

As a consequence

of this judiciously-worded compromise, the British could
not insist on the punishment of Rozhdestvensky or of any of
his officers.

The final chapter of the Dogger Bank inci-

dent closed on March 9, 1905, when the Russian government
paid an indemnity of 65,000 pounds to the British government for "satisfaction of all claims for compensation to
the sufferers from the incidents-of the 21st October. "^-^

5^John Albert White, The Diplomacy of the RussoJapanese War (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1964), p. 182.
^^Editor's note, B.D., IV, 38; and L. Oppenheim,
International Law: A Treatise, Vol. II: Disputes, War
and Neutrality (7th ed.; New York: David McKay Company
Inc., 1952), 14. The British press and public thought
this'sum exceedingly low. The Times reported that all
English claims against the Russians.relating to the
incident totaled about 110,000 pounds. The claims of the
owners of the Gamecock Fleet for material damage alone
amounted to 58,000 pounds. See The Times (London),
March 11, 1905, p. 8.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
If Japanese torpedo craft had been lurking in the
North Sea on the night of October 21-22, 1904, then
Rozhdestvensky's actions not only would have been justified, they would have been applauded.

It was not credible

that the Russians knew that they were opening fire on
unarmed fishing vessels; they fired at what they believed
to be enemy warships.

The unlucky fishermen were entirely

blameless for the incident.

The international commission

of inquiry displayed foresight and wisdom by finding that
although the Russian officers and men were responsible for
the incident, their action was a regrettable mistake, and,
under the circumstances, an understandable one.

Rozhdest-

vensky' s intelligence reports indicated an imminent attack
by Japanese ships in European waters.

He behaved in a

manner that any admiral from any country would have
behaved.

He was, through no choice of his own, the direc-

tor and protector of the last remnants "of Imperial Russia's
navy—all hope for Russia's future in the war lay squarely
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on his shoulders.•'• This enormous responsibility, coupled
with the frightening intelligence reports, led him and his
men to fire on the British trawlers.

Certainly no fact-

finding body could have ruled otherwise when even some of
his own ships had been damaged during the firing.

The

Dogger Bank incident remained an error—a dreadful and
costly mistake caused by the officers of the Russian Baltic
Fleet, but one for which they could not be punished.

If the

facts reported to Rozhdestvensky had proved to be true, then
he would have been correct and justified in his course of
action.^
Although Rozhdestvensky's actions could be understood in retrospect, this did not minimize the effect they
had on Europe.

How close did Britain and Russia move to

war in October of 1904?

Probably very close.

The incident

could not have occurred at a worse time, for October 21 was
the ninety-ninth anniversary of the Battle of Trafalgar and
England was aglow with nationalistic fervor for one of her
greatest naval moments.^

The possibility arose that Britain

would go to war in support of her own interests, her
^Theodore Baty, "The North Sea Incident," The
Albany Review, IV (n.d.), 395.
^The Spectator, March 4, 1905, p. 316.
^P.K. Kemp, ed.. The Papers of Admiral Sir John
Fisher, Vol. I (London: Spottisv;oode, Ballantyne, and Co.
Ltd., 19 60), xiv. Hereafter cited as Kemp, Papers of
Admiral Fisher.
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alliance with Japan having no bearing on her decision.^

An

informed Briton wrote that in October the British "were
walking at the edge of a precipice."5

Lansdowne, who

remained in the center of the crisis and who was totally
dedicated to the cause of peace, wrote on October 27 that
in his judgment matters could go either way.^

If ever two

countries and their informed publics misunderstood and
distrusted each other it was Britain and Russia in 1904.^
In Britain as well as in Russia public opinion became so
excited that except for a concerted and diligent effort,
the governments might have been very easily forced into
hostilities.
Two Englishmen emerged from the Dogger Bank crisis
as outstanding diplomats.

Never popular and thoroughly

denounced for his management of the Boer War,° Lord
Lansdowne nevertheless earned the respect of his countrymen
for his adroit statesmanship during the Dogger Bank
affair.^

As one of the men at the helm of a weak and
^Nish, Anglo-Japanese Alliance, p. 290.
Spry, Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, p. 181.
^Newton, Lord Lansdowne, p. 317.
"^Middleton, Britain and Russia, p. 93.

^Lansdowne had been Secretary of War in the British
Cabinet during the Boer War.
^Arnold White, "Anglo-Russian Relations," The
Fortnightly Review, December 1, 1904, p. 960.
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totering Conservative government, his course of action not
only had to meet with Russian approval, but also had to
satisfy the British.

If he had wanted to play public

opinion for its full worth he could have adopted, as many
in the British Cabinet did, a bellicose attitude toward the
Russians.

He did not, choosing to act in a moderate but

firm manner which earned him the respect of all.

Perhaps

if Lord Lansdowne had not been Foreign Secretary during the
Dogger Bank incident the affair would have ended in serious
circumstances.
Ambassador Sir Charles Hardinge's handling of the
volatile situation in a hostile capital also merits mention.
Undoubtedly taxed by the Russians and at one time rebuked
so harshly by Lamsdorff that he thought the man to be ill,
Hardinge -never wavered in his policy of a peaceful settlement. ^^

He regarded a possible Anglo-Russian war as a

"general calamity" that could only benefit Germany.-'-^

King

Edward responded to Hardinge's skillful actions in St.
Petersburg by awarding him the Order of the Grand Cross of
St. Michael and St. George for the new year.^^
l^Steiner, Foreign Office and Policy, pp. 74-75.
-'-•^Monger, The End of Isolation, pp. 173-174.
-'-^Hardinge, Old Diplomacy, p. 111. Hardinge's
handling of the Dogger Bank incident was not the only
reason for his award from Edward VII. He was, and remained,
a favorite of the King.
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The peaceful settlement of the Dogger Bank incident
occurred because most European governments in 1904 sought
peace.

Russia, already embroiled in an unpopular war

effort against Japan, could ill-afford another enemy,
especially one as strong as Great Britain.

British govern-

ment officials earnestly desired peace, hesitating to
provoke a war that would endanger the improved Anglo-French
relations.

France also hoped to prevent a war because for

the first time since 187 0 she felt herself to be in a
position of power.

She v/as linked diplomatically to two

of Europe's greatest powers.

In the event of an Anglo-

Russian war France's political position in Europe would be
considerably reduced.

A European clash over the Dogger

Bank affair could only benefit Germany, a fact of which all
European-diplomats were aware.
Because of the Dogger Bank incident and the success
of Britain, France, and Russia in bringing the matter to
the conference table instead of settling it on the battlefields, the Entente Cordiale was visibly strengthened.
Throughout the crisis the French had worked unceasingly to
preserve both their Russian alliance and their British
friendship.

The bonds of friendship between France and

Great Britain grev; stronger as a result of the crisis.
Count Metternich advised Berlin of the effect of the Dogger
Bank affair on the Entente:
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The Entente Cordiale, however insignificant its services have doubtless been, has celebrated a new
triumph here; it is given the main credit for the
settlement of the dispute and will be strengthened by
this incident. 1-^
Because of the triumph of bringing two inveterate enemies
to a peaceful settlement of a bellicose issue, the Dogger
«

Bank incident and the commission of inquiry laid a strong
foundation for the talks that would later create the
entente between France, Russia, and Great Britain.

Although

it certainly did not create the Triple Entente, the Dogger
Bank crisis could be considered a catalyst in the development of the improved Anglo-Russian relations that led to
the creation of the Triple Entente of 1907.
The Russian navy emerged from the Dogger Bank
affair ridiculed and abused by the world press.

Even

before the incident, it had not been held in high esteem.
Although large, it had never been recognized as a great
fighting force.

The final blow to Russian naval prestige

was rendered by the Japanese navy at Tsushima Straits.
Many in Britain believed that the only reason
Russia made a peaceful settlement was because of her
respect for the might of the British navy.

In December The

Fortnightly Review reminisced about the Dogger Bank
incident:
l^Andrew, Theophile Delcasse, p. 248
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As a nation looking back on the acute crisis which
inevitably followed upon the tragedy in the North Sea,
we have much for which to thank the British Navy. Once
more it has been the peacemaker. During the dark week
of negotiation, when war seemed so close at hand, the
life of the country went on as usual; even the Stock
Exchange was hardly affected, not because the horrors
and sufferings of war were not appreciated, not because
the danger of a European conflagration was not foreseen
as a possible outcome of hostilities between this
country and Russia, but owing to the absolute confidence which all sections of the community reposed in
the great fleets at sea.^^
Admiral Sir John Fisher,

who became First Sea

Lord on the day of the Dogger Bank incident, concurred with
the opinion of the press.

Highly popular with the general

public because he had worked his way up through the ranks
of the British navy, Fisher had been Commander-in-Chief of
the Mediterranean Fleet from 1899, and Second Sea Lord from
1902 to 1904, before becoming First Sea Lord on October 21,
16
1904.
-He had waited to take office until this date
because it was the anniversary of the battle of Trafalgar
17
and Nelson was Fisher's personal hero.
As to the Dogger
Bank, Fisher concluded that "the justice of her [Britain's]
14
Archibald Hurd, "Russia and England: The Navy as
Peacemaker," The Fortnightly Review, December 1, 19 04,
p. 951.
1 5
Later he became Lord Fisher of Kilverstone.
Marder, From Dreadnought to Scapa Flow, I, 14-17.
17
Kemp, Papers of Admiral Fisher, p. xxiv.
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cause alone could not have sufficed had her claims not been
supported by an overwhelming navy . . . ," 18
However Fisher also wrote in retrospect that he
defied "anyone to maintain that we were instantly ready for
war last week when Rojdestvensky [Rozhdestvensky] went
19
mad."
At the time of the Dogger Bank incident Britain's
fleets in European waters were three in number.

The most

powerful of the three was the Mediterranean Fleet (twelve
battleships).

The second strongest was the Channel Fleet

(eight battleships), but the Channel Fleet was not always
in the Channel and at the time of the Dogger Bank incident
it was at Gibraltar.

The remaining British ships in Euro-

pean waters made up the Home Fleet (eight battleships of an
earlier type).

The Dogger Bank incident showed the defects

in this arrangement, and in December of 1904 the Admiralty
announced its project for instantaneous mobilization with
the most powerful British fleet now to be stationed in home
waters.

20

Kemp, Papers of Admiral Fisher, p. 18. This
was a clipping from a British newspaper of the day that
Fisher had in his official files and in which he had underlined the quoted passage. On it he wrote that the British
navy must always stand so—supreme and unbeaten.
"'"^Kemp, Papers of Admiral Fisher, p. 156.
^^Gelber / Rise of Anglo-American Friendship, p. 129
See also, Marder, From Dreadnought to Scapa Flov;, p. 41.
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As a consequence of the Dogger Bank incident and
the subsequent crisis, the British fleets in European
waters underwent a massive redistribution.

The Mediterra-

nean Fleet was reduced in number of ships and based at
Malta.

The Home Fleet, renamed the Channel Fleet, was made

substantially more powerful and given the task of defending
the home waters.

The old Channel Fleet, now called the

Atlantic Fleet, was strengthened and permanently based at
Gibraltar, where it could reinforce either the Mediterranean or the Channel Fleets. ^•'The most far-reaching effects of the Dogger Bank
incident came in its contributions to the development of
international law.

The incident and its settlement by the

international commission of inquiry proved to be a milestone in the course of international arbitration.

It was

the first and only case referred to Articles 9-14 of the
Hague Convention of 18 99.

Because of the commission's

overwhelming success its procedures became the model for
those articles of the Hague Convention of 1907 concerned
with commissions of inquiry.
Although utilized only once, the six Hague articles
of the First Peace Conference were the mechanism utilized
by Great Britain and Russia to settle the crisis that began
21
Gelber, Rise of Anglo-rcierican Friendship,
p. 12 9; and Marder, From Dreadnoucht to Scaoa Flow, pp. 4144.
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in October of 1904.
able.

Their value, therefore, was consider-

Their successful employment in the case of the

Dogger Bank crisis indicated that the framers of the first
Hague Convention had created a workable method to meet
crises caused by international incidents.^^

They provided

a

a legal alternative to war—an alternative that had functioned successfully in a bellicose and tense situation.
The original six Hague articles related to international commissions of inquiry and specifically designated
that such a committee was to be used only in disputes that
did not concern the honor or vital interests of a nation.
Yet in the only case referred to a commission guided by
these articles, both the honor and essential interests of
two nations were involved.

Despite this clause, both Great

Britain and Russia had requested the establishment of such
a commission.

The commission's work and its solution of a

complicated issue proved that such a commission could also
be used within this context. ^-^
Further, Article 14 stipulated that the report of
the commission was limited to a statement of facts. However, the commission called on the occasion of the Dogger
22Fry^ Memoir of Sir Edward Fry, p. 180; and Scott,
Hague Peace Conferences, I, 267. See also, Oppenheim,
International Lav:, p. 11.
23william Hull, The Two Hague Conferences and Their
Contributions to International Lav: (Boston: Ginn and
Company, 1908), p. 4 74.
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Bank crisis was additionally empowered to determine responsibility and the degree of blame of the parties involved.
Therefore, the commission instituted to resolve the
Dogger Bank crisis expanded its power to such a degree that
it became a combined international commission of inquiry
and court of arbitration.^^

It united fact gathering with

determining responsibility for an incident where national
honor was at stake.

The commission of inquiry on the North

Sea incident was, in fact, an arbitration sui generis.

It

set a precedent for the establishment of tribunals with the
duties of both a commission of inquiry and a court of
arbitration.

It introduced a new method of procedure for

the investigation of, and decisions on, violations of
international law.
The triumph of the international commission of
inquiry on the Dogger Bank incident was one of the few
successes of the Hague Convention of 18 99.

When the con-

vention of 1907 convened the experience gained in the
Dogger Bank case was used in revising the articles on
commissions of inquiry in the later convention.
At the conference in 1907 Russia attempted to have
the establishment of commissions of inquiry made com.pulsory
^'^Amos Hershey, "Convention for the Peaceful
Adjustment of International Differences," American Journal
of International Law, II (1908), 32. Hereafter cized as
Hershey, "Convention for Peaceful Adjustment." See also,
Hershey, International Diplomacy, p. 240.
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in many cases.

The text of the Russian proposal to be

included in the convention's text as Article 9, submitted
to the committee of arbitration of the Second Hague Conference, was as follows:
In differences of an international nature involving
neither honor nor independence and arising from a
difference of opinion on matters of fact, the signatory
powers agree, if circumstances allow, to institute a
commission of inquiry to facilitate a peaceful solution
of these differences by elucidating the facts and
fixing responsibilities, in case there are any, by an
impartial and conscientious investigation.^^
The respected Russian legal authority, M. de Martens, contended that the valuable experiences of the Dogger Bank
case in fixing responsibility and blame ought to be
incorporated into the text of the Hague articles.

His

arguments were opposed by many; the leader of the opposition was Sir Edward Fry, who was representing Britain at
the Conference of 1907.

Reasoning that the wording of the

Russian proposal would make the use of commissions obligatory, the opponents of the Russian draft defeated it in
committee.
The original six articles stood, therefore, substantially unchanged in the new convention adopted in 1907.
The participating countries refused to alter any of the
basic principles of commissions of inquiry as they had been
stated in 18 99.

They remained voluntary, to be used when

25Hershey, "Convention for Peaceful Adjustment,"
p. 36 .
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national honor was not involved, and were charged only to
ascertain facts.

The one amendment allowed by the commit-

tee on arbitration to these basic precepts was the insertion
of two words.

Article 9 was changed to read that the

members of the conference believed that it was not only
«

useful, but also desirable to the cause of peace that
commissions of inquiry should be utilized to resolve international crises.
If principle was unaffected by the Dogger Bank case,
practical rules were extended by it.

Twenty-two new rules

formed a code of procedure to which future commissions of
inquiry could resort.^^

This brought the total number of

articles in Title III concerned with international commissions of inquiry to twenty-eight. Articles 9-36.^^

Based

^^Jackson Ralston, International Arbitration from
Athens to Locarno (Stanford! Stanford University Press,
1929), p. 189.
2'Articles 9-3 6 are reproduced in Appendix II.
Most of these rules of procedure were adopted from a draft
jointly submitted to the committee on arbitration by the
British and French representatives. The rules reflect
British and French attitudes about the commission of
inquiry on the Dogger Bank incident. See for example
Article 31 of the Convention of 1907 which stipulated that
these be private rather than public sessions, no doubt in
part due to the success of Captain Klado and his fellow
Russian officers with the French public; and Article 33,
which reads that if one of the members of the commission
refused to sign the report this would not invalidate the
report. At the commission of inquiry on the Dogger Bank
incident Britain had to compromise on some of her earlier
demands because the Russian admiral, Dubasov, could have
refused to sign the report.
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largely on the experience of the proceedings of the Dogger
Bank commission these new rules were adopted to facilitate
and expedite the use of international commissions in the
future.

The offices of agents and counsels were estab-

lished and the duties of each prescribed.

The new rules

provided for private sessions of the commission but the
decision of the commissioners was to be read at a public
sitting.

Detailed provisions for the summoning and examin-

ing of witnesses were inserted.

The questions considered

by the commissioners were decided by a majority of the
members.

A refusal to sign the report of the commissioners

would be noted but would not invalidate its findings.

Thus

the rules governing the sessions of the international commission of inquiry on the Dogger Bank incident were
included in the Hague Convention of 1907 virtually in their
original form, thereby incorporating into international law
the procedure used at that commission.

It was for these

reasons that the Dogger Bank case was a landmark in the
course of international arbitration.
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APPENDIX I:

THE HAGUE PEACE CONFERENCE OF 18 99

TITLE III—ON INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS
OF INQUIRY, ARTICLES 9-14
Article 9
In differences of an international nature involving
neither honor nor vital interests, and arising from a
difference of opinion on points of fact, the Signatory
Powers recommend that the parties who have not been able to
come to an agreement by means of diplomacy should, as far
as circumstances allow, institute an International Commission of Inquiry, to facilitate a solution of these differences by elucidating the facts by means of an impartial and
conscientious investigation.
Article 10
The International Commissions of Inquiry are constituted by special agreement between the parties in
conflict.
The Convention for an inquiry defines the facts to
be examined and the extent of the Commissioners' powers.
It settles the procedure.
On the inquiry both sides must be heard.
The form and the periods to be observed, if not
stated in the Inquiry Convention, are decided by the
Commission itself.
Article 11
The International Commissions of Inquiry are
formed, unless otherwise stipulated, in the manner fixed by
Article 32 of the present Convention.
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Article 12
The Powers in dispute engage to supply the International Commission of Inquiry, as fully as they may think
possible, with all means and facilities necessary to enable
it to be completely acquainted with and to accurately
understand the facts in question.
Article 13
The International Commission of Inquiry communicates its report to the conflicting Powers, signed by all
the members of the Commission.
Article 14
The report of the International Commission of
Inquiry is limited to a statement of facts, and has in no
way the character of an Arbitral Award. It leaves the
conflicting Powers entire freedom as to the effect to be
given to this statement.
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APPENDIX II:

THE HAGUE PEACE CONFERENCE OF 1907

PART III—INTERNATIONAL COMMISSIONS
OF INQUIRY, ARTICLES 9-36
Article 9
•

In disputes of an international nature involving
neither honor nor vital interests, and arising from a
difference of opinion on points of fact, the contracting
powers deem it expedient and desirable that the parties who
have not been able to come to an agreement by means of
diplomacy, should, as far as circumstances allow, institute
ah international commission of inquiry, to facilitate a
solution of these disputes by elucidating the facts by
means of an impartial and conscientious investigation.
Article 10
International commissions of inquiry are constituted by special agreement between the parties in dispute.
The inquiry convention defines the facts to be
examined; it determines the mode and time in which the
commission is to be formed and the extent of the powers of
the commissioners.
It also determines, if there is need, where the
commission is to sit, and whether it may remove to another
place, the language the commission shall use and the
languages the use of which shall be authorized before it,
as well as the date on which each party must deposit its
statement of facts, and, generally speaking, all the
conditions upon which the parties have agreed.
If the parties consider it necessary to appoint
assessors, the convention of inquiry shall determine the
mode of their selection and the extent of their powers.
Article 11
If the inquiry convention has not determined where
the commission is to sit, it will sit at The Hague.
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The place of meeting, once fixed, can not be
altered by the commission except with the assent of the
parties.
If the inquiry convention has not determined what
languages are to be employed, the question shall be
decided by the commission.
Article 12
Unless an undertaking is made to the contrary,
commissions of inquiry shall be formed in the manner deter•
mined by Articles 45 and 57 of the present convention.
Article 13
Should one of the commissioners or one of the
assessors, should there be any, either die, or resign, or
be unable for any reason whatever to discharge his functions, the same procedure is followed for filling the
vacancy as was followed for appointing him.
Article 14
The parties are entitled to appoint special agents
to attend the commission of inquiry, whose duty it is to
represent them and to act as intermediaries between them
and the commission.
They are further authorized to engage counsel or
advocates, appointed by themselves, to state their case and
uphold their interests before the commission.
Article 15
The International Bureau of the Permanent Court of
Arbitration acts as registry for the coiTPJiiissions which sit
at The Hague, and it shall place its offices and staff at
the disposal of the contracting powers for the use of the
commission of inquiry.
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Article 16
If the commission meets elsewhere than at The
Hague, it appoints a secretary-general, whose office serves
as registry.
It is the function of the registry, under the
control of the President, to make the necessary arrangements for the sittings of the commission, the preparation
of the minutes, and, while the inquiry lasts, for the
charge of the archives, which shall subsequently be transferred to the International Bureau at The Hague.
Article 17
In order to facilitate the constitution and working
of commissions of inquiry, the contracting powers recommend
the following rules, which shall be applicable to the
inquiry procedure in so far as the parties do not adopt
other rules.
Article 18
The commission shall settle the details of the
procedur-e not covered by the special inquiry convention or
the present convention, and shall arrange all the formalities required for dealing with the evidence.
Article 19
On the inquiry both sides must be heard.
At the dates fixed, each party communicates to the
commission and to the other party the statements of facts,
if any, and, in all cases, the instruments, papers, and
documents which it considers useful for ascertaining the
truth, as well as the list of witnesses and experts whose
evidence it wishes to be heard.
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Article 20
The commission is entitled, with the assent of the
powers, to move temporarily to any place where it considers
It may be useful to have recourse to this means of inquiry
or to send one or more of its members. Permission must be
obtained from the state on whose territory it is proposed
to hold the inquiry.
Article 21
Every investigation, and every examination of a
locality, must be made in the presence of the agents and
counsel of the parties or after they have been duly
summoned.
Article 22
The commission is entitled to ask from either party
for such explanations and information as it considers
necessary.
Article 23
The parties undertake to supply the commission of
inquiry, as fully as they may think possible, with all
means and facilities necessary to enable it to become
completely acquainted with, and to accurately understand,
the facts in question.
They undertake to make use of the means at their
disposal, under their municipal law, to insure the appearance of the witnesses or experts who are in their territory
and have been summoned before the commission.
If the witnesses or experts are unable to appear
before the commission, the parties will arrange for their
evidence to be taken before the qualified officials of
their own country.
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Article 24
For all notices to be served by the commission in
the territory of a third contracting power, the commission
shall apply direct to the government of the said power.
The same rule applies in the case of steps being taken on
the spot to procure evidence.
The requests for this purpose are to be executed so
far as the means at the disposal of the power applied to
under its municipal law allowed. They can not be rejected
unless the power in question considers they are calculated
to impair its sovereign rights or its safety.
The commission will equally be always entitled to
act through the power on whose territory it sits.
Article 25
The witnesses and experts are summoned on the
request of the parties or by the commission of its own
motion, and, in every case through the government of the
state in whose territory they are.
The witnesses are heard in succession and separately, in the presence of the agents and counsel, and in
the order fixed by the commission.
Article 26
The examination of witnesses is conducted by the
President.
The members of the commission may, however, put to
each witness questions which they consider likely to throw
light on and complete his evidence, or get information on
any point concerning the witness within the limits of what
is necessary in order to get at the truth.
The agents and counsel of the parties may not
interrupt the witness when he is making his statement, nor
put any direct question to him, but they may ask the
President to put such additional questions to the witness
as they think expedient.
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Article 27
The witness must give his evidence without being
allowed to read any written draft. He may, however, be
permitted by the President to consult notes or documents if
the nature of the facts referred to necessitates their
employment.
Article 28
A minute of the evidence of the witness is drawn up
forthwith and read to the witness. The latter may make
such alterations and additions as he thinks necessary,
which will be recorded at the end of his statement.
When the whole of his statement has been read to
the witness, he is asked to sign it.
Article 29
The agents are authorized, in the course of or at
the close of the inquiry, to present in writing to the
commission and to the other party such statements, requisi'
tions, or summaries of the facts as they consider useful
for ascertaining the truth.
Article 30
The commission considers its decisions in private
and the proceedings are secret.
All questions are decided by a majority of the
members of the commission.
If a member declines to vote, the fact must be
recorded in the minutes.
Article 31
The sittings of the commission are not public, nor
the minutes and documents connected with the Inquiry
published except in virtue of a decision of the commission
taken with the consent of the parties.
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Article 32
After the parties have presented all the explanations and evidence, and the witnesses have all been heard,
the president declares the inquiry terminated, and the
commission adjourns to deliberate and to draw up its
report
Article 33
The report is signed by all the members of the
commission.
If one of the members refuses to sign, the fact is
mentioned; but the validity of the report is not affected.
Article 34
The report of the commission is read at a public
sitting, the agents and counsel of the parties being
present or duly summoned.
A copy of the report is given to each party.
Article 3 5
The report of the commission is limited to a statement of facts, and has in no way the character of an award.
It leaves to the parties entire freedom as to the effect to
be given to the statement.
Article 36
Each party pays its own expenses and an equal share
of the expenses incurred by the commission.
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APPENDIX III:

THE DECLARATION OF ST. PETERSBURG

Declaration between Great Britain and Russia,
relating to the constitution of an international commission
of inquiry on the subject of the North Sea incident.—
Signed at St. Petersburg, November 12/25, 19 04.
His Britannic Majesty's Government and the Imperial
Russian Government having agreed to entrust to an international commission of inquiry, assembled conformably to
Articles 9 to 14 of the Hague Convention of the 29th (17th)
July, 1899, for the pacific settlement of international
disputes, the task of elucidating by means of an impartial
and conscientious investigation the questions of fact
connected with the incident which occurred during the night
of the 21st-22d (8th-9th) October, 1904, in the North Sea
(on which occasion the firing of the guns of the Russian
fleet caused the loss of a boat and the death of two persons belonging to a British fishing fleet, as well as
damages to other boats of that fleet and injuries to the
crews of some of those boats), the undersigned, being duly
authorized thereto, have agreed upon the following provisions :
Article 1
The international commission of inquiry shall be
composed of five members (commissioners) , of whom two shall
be officers of high rank in the British and Imperial
Russian navies, respectively. The Governments of France
and of the United States of America shall each be requested
to select one of their naval officers of high rank as a
member of the commission. The fifth member shall be chosen
by agreement between the four members above-mentioned.
In the event of no agreement being arrived at
between the four commissioners as to the selection of the
fifth member of the commission, His Imperial and Royal
Majesty the Emperor of Austria, King of Hungary, shall be
invited to select him.
Each of the two high contracting parties shall
likewise appoint a legal assessor to advise the commissioners, and an agent officially enpowered to take part in the
labors of the commission.
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Article 2
The commission shall inquire into and report on all
the circumstances relative to the North Sea incident, and
particularly on the question as to where the responsibility
lies and the degree of blame attaching to the subjects of
the two high contracting Parties or to the subjects of
other countries in the event of their responsibility being
established by the inquiry.
Article 3
The commission shall settle the details of the
procedure which it will follow for the purpose of accomplishing the task with which it has been entrusted.
Article 4
The two high contracting Parties undertake to
supply the international commission of inquiry, to the
greatest possible extent, with all the means and facilities
necessary to enable it to thoroughly investigate and
correctly estimate the matters in dispute.
Article 5
The commission shall assemble at Paris as soon as
possible after the signature of this agreement.
Article 6
The commission shall present its report to the two
high contracting Parties signed by all the members of the
commission.
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Article 7
^
The commission shall arrive at all its decisions by
a majority vote of the five commissioners.
Article 8
The two high contracting Parties undertake to bear,
each on its part, the expenses of the inquiry made by it
previously to the assembly of the commission. The expenses
incurred by the international commission, after the date of
Its assembly, in organizing its staff and in conducting the
investigations which it will have to make, shall be shared
equally by the two Governments.
In witness whereof the undersigned have signed the
present declaration and have affixed their seals thereto.
Done in duplicate at St. Petersburg, November 25
(12), 1904.
(Signed)
(Signed)

Charles Hardinge
Count Lamsdorff

ADDITIONAL DOCUMENT
Supplementary protocol to the Declaration between
Great Britain and Russia relative to the constitution of an
international commission of inquiry on the subject of the
North Sea incident.—Signed at St. Petersburg, November
12/25, 1904.
The undersigned have met to-day in the building of
the Imperial Ministry of Foreign Affairs to proceed to the
signature of the declaration between the Government of His
Britannic Majesty and the Imperial Russian Government,
concerning the institution of a commission of inquiry on
the subject of the North Sea incident.
After the reading of the respective instruments,
found in good and due form, the signature of the said
declaration took place in the usual manner.
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In faith of which the undersigned have drawn up the
present protocol and attached the seals of their arms.
Done in duplicate at St. Petersburg, November 12
(25), 1904.
(L.S.)
(L.S.)

Charles Hardinge
Count Lamsdorff

•
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APPENDIX IV:

THE REPORT OF THE INTERNATIONAL
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY

Report of the commissioners appointed in conformity
with Article 6 of the St. Petersburg Declaration, November
12/25, 1904.—Issued in Paris, February 12/25, 1905.
1. The commissioners, after a minute and prolonged
examination of the whole of the facts brought to their
knowledge in regard to the incident submitted to them for
inquiry by the declaration of St. Petersburg of the 12th
(25th) November, 1904, have proceeded to make, in this
report, an analysis of these facts in their logical
sequence.
By making known the prevailing opinion of the commission on each important or decisive point of this
summary, they consider that they have made sufficiently
clear the causes and the consequences of the incident in
question, as well as the deductions which are to be drawn
from them with regard to the question of responsibility.
2. The second Russian squadron of the Pacific
fleet, under the command-in-chief of Vice-Admiral Aide-decamp General Rojdestvensky, anchored on the 7th (20th)
October,- 1904, off Cape Skagen, with the purpose of coaling
before continuing its voyage to the Far East.
It appears, from the depositions made, that, from
the time of the departure of the squadron from the roadstead of Reval, Admiral Rojdestvensky had had the vessels
under his charge take minute precautions in order to be
fully prepared for a night attack by torpedo boats, either
at sea or at anchor.
These precautions seemed to be justified by the
numerous reports of the agents of the Imperial Government
regarding possible hostile attacks, which in all likelihood
would take the form of torpedo boat attacks.
Moreover, during his stay at Skagen, Admiral
Rojdestvensky had been warned of the presence of suspect
vessels on the coast of Norway. He had learned, also, from
the commander of the transport Bakan coming from the north.
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that he had seen on the previous night four torpedo boats,
carrying a single light only, and that at the masthead.
This news made the Admiral decide to start twentyfour hours earlier.
3. Consequently, each of the six distinct divisions of the fleet got under way, separately and in turn,
and reached the North Sea independently, in the order
indicated in Admiral Rojdestvensky's report; that flagofficer commanding in person the last division, formed by
the four new battleships Prince Souvoroff, Emperor
Alexander III, Borodino, Orel, and the transport Anadyr.
This division left Skagen on the 7th (20th) October
at 10 o'clock in the evening.
A speed of twelve knots was ordered for the first
two divisions, and of ten knots for the following divisions.
4. Between 1:30 and 4:15 on the afternoon of the
next day, the 8th (21st) October, all the divisions of the
squadron passed in turn the English steamer Zero, whose
captain examined the different units so attentively that
they could be recognized from his description of them.
The results of his observations are, moreover, in
general agreement with the statements in Admiral Rojdestvensky' s report.
5. The last vessel to pass the Zero was, according
to his description of her, the Kamchatka.
This transport, which originally was in a division
with the Dmitri Donskoi and the Aurora, was, therefore,
left behind and isolated about ten miles to the rear of the
squadron. She had been obliged to slaken speed in consequence of damage to her engines.
This accidental delay was, perhaps, incidentally
the cause of the events which followed.
6. Toward 8 o'clock in the evening this transport
did, in fact, meet the Swedish vessel Aldebaran and other
unknown vessels and open fire on them, doubtless in consequence of the anxiety due to the circumstances of her
momentary isolation, her damaged engines, and her poor
fighting ability.
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However this may be, the commander of the
Kamchatka, at 8:45 o'clock, sent a message by wireless
telegraphy to his commander-in-chief regarding this
encounter, stating that he was "attacked on all sides by
torpedo boats."
7. In order to understand the effect which this
news had on Admiral Rojdestvensky's subsequent decisions.
It must be remembered that, in his opinion, the attacking
torpedo boats, of whose presence fifty miles to the rear of
the division which he commanded, he was thus, rightly or
wrongly, informed, might overtake and attack him about
1 o'clock in the morning.
This information led Admiral Rojdestvensky to
signal to his ships about 10 o'clock in the evening to
redouble their vigilance and look out for an attack by
torpedo boats.
8. On board the Souvoroff the admiral deemed it
essential that one of the two superior officers of his
staff should be on watch on the captain's bridge during the
night in order to observe, in his place, the progress of
the squadron and to warn him at once if any incident
occurred.
On board all the ships, moreover, the Admiral's
standing orders to the officer of the watch were to open
fire in .case of an evident and imminent attack by torpedo
boats.
If the attack were from the front he should open
fire on his own initiative, and, in the contrary case,
which would be much less pressing, he should refer to his
commanding officer.
With regard to these orders, the majority of the
commissioners consider that they were in no way excessive
in time of war, and particularly in the circumstances,
which Admiral Rojdestvensky had every reason to consider
very alarming, seeing that it v/as impossible for him to
verify the accuracy of the warnings that he had received
from the agents of his Government.
9. Toward 1 o'clock in the morning of the 9th
(22d) October, 1904, the night was rather dark, a slight,
low fog partly clouding the air. The moon only showed
intermittently between the clouds. A moderate wind blew
from the southeast, raising a long swell, which gave the
ships a roll of 5° on each side.
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The course followed by the squadron toward the
southwest would have taken the last two divisions, as the
event proved, close past the usual fishing ground of the
fleet of Hull trawlers, which was composed of some thirty
of these small steamboats, and was spread over an area of
several miles.
It appears from the concordant testimony of the
British witnesses that all these boats carried their proper
lights, and were trawling in accordance with their usual
rules, under the direction of their "admiral," and in
obedience to the signals given by the conventional rockets.
10. Judging from the communications received by
wireless telegraphy, the divisions which preceded that of
Admiral Rojdestvensky across these waters had signaled
nothing unusual.
It became known afterward, in particular, that
Admiral Folkersam, having been led to pass round the fishing fleet on the north, threw his electric searchlight on
the nearest trawlers at close quarters, and, having seen
them to be harmless vessels, quietly continued his voyage.
11. A short time afterwards the last division of
the squadron, led by the Souvoroff flying Admiral Rojdestvensky' s flag, arrived in its turn close to the spot where
the trawlers were fishing.
The direction in which this division was sailing
led it nearly toward the main body of the fleet of
trawlers, round which and to the south of which it would
therefore be obliged to sail, when the attention of the
officers of the vzatch on the bridges of the Souvoroff was
attracted by a green rocket, which put them on their guard.
This rocket, sent up by the "admiral" of the fishing fleet,
indicated in reality, according to regulation, that the
trawlers were to trawl on the starboard tack.
Almost immediately after this first alarm, and as
shown by the evidence, the lookout men, who, from the
bridges of the Souvoroff, were scanning the horizon with
their night glasses, discovered "on the crest of the waves
on the starboard bow, at an approximate distance of
eighteen to twenty cables," a vessel which aroused their
suspicions because they saw no light, and because she
appeared to be bearing down upon them.
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When the suspicious-looking vessel v/as shown up by
the searchlight, the lookout men thought they recognized a
torpedo boat proceeding at great speed.
It was on account of these appearances that Admiral
Rojdestvensky ordered fire to be opened on this unknown
vessel.
The majority of the commissioners express the
opinion, on this subject, that the responsibility for this
action and the results of the fire to which the fishing
fleet was exposed are to be attributed to Admiral Rojdestvensky.
12. Almost immediately after fire was opened to
starboard, the Souvoroff caught sight of a little boat on
her bow barring the way, and was obliged to turn sharply to
the left to avoid running it dovni. This boat, however, on
being lit up by the searchlight, was seen to be a trawler.
To prevent the fire of the ships being directed
against this harmless vessel, the searchlight was immediately thrown up at an angle of 45°.
The admiral then made the signal to the squadron
"not to fire on the trawlers."
But at the same time that the searchlight had lit
up this fishing vessel, according to the evidence of witnesses, the lookout men on board the Souvoroff perceived to
port another vessel, which appeared suspicious from the
fact of its presenting the same features as were presented
by the object of their fire to starboard.
Fire was immediately opened on this second object,
and was, therefore, being kept up on both sides of the
ship, the line of ships having resumed their original
course by a correcting movement without changing speed.
13. According to the standing orders of the fleet,
the Admiral indicated the objects against which the fire
should be directed by throwing his searchlight upon them;
but as each vessel swept the horizon in every direction
with her own searchlights to avoid being taken by surprise,
it was difficult to prevent confusion.
The fire, which lasted from ten to twelve minutes,
caused great loss to the trawlers. Two men were killed and
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six others wounded; the Crane sank; the Snipe, the Mine,
the Moulmein, the Gull, and the Majestic were more or less
damaged.
On the other hand, the cruiser Aurora was hit by
several shots.
The majority of the commissioners observe that they
have not sufficiently precise details to determine what was
the object fired on by the vessels; but the commissioners
recognize unanimously that the vessels of the fishing fleet
did not commit any hostile act; and, the majority of the
commissioners being of opinion that there were no torpedo
boats either among the trawlers nor anywhere near, the
opening of the fire by Admiral Rojdestvensky was not justifiable.
The Russian commissioner, not considering himself
justified in sharing this opinion, expresses the conviction
that it was precisely the suspicious-looking vessels
approaching the squadron with hostile intent which provoked
the fire.
14. With reference to the real objectives of this
nocturnal firing, the fact that the Aurora was hit by
several 47-millimeter and 7 5-millimeter shells would lead
to the supposition that this cruiser, and perhaps even some
other Russian vessels, left behind on the route followed by
the Souvoroff unknown to that vessel, might have provoked
and been the object of the first few shots.
This mistake might have been caused by the fact
that this vessel, seen from astern, was apparently showing
no light, and by a nocturnal optical illusion which
deceived the lookout on the flagship.
On this head the commissioners find that they are
without important information which would enable them to
determine the reasons why the fire on the port side was
continued.
According to their conjecture, certain distant
trawlers might have been mistaken for the original objectives, and thus fired upon directly. Others, on the contrary, might have been struck by a fire directed against
more distant objectives.
These considerations, moreover, are not in contradiction with the impressions formed by certain of the
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trawlers, who, finding that they were struck by projectiles
and remained under the rays of the searchlights, might
believe that they were the object of a direct fire.
15. The time during which the firing lasted on the
starboard side, even taking the point of view of the
Russian version, seems to the majority of the commissioners
to have been longer than was necessary.
But that majority considers that, as has alreadv
been said, they have not before them sufficient data as*to
why the fire on the port side was continued.
In any case, the commissioners take pleasure in
recognizing, unanimously, that Admiral Rojdestvensky
personally did everything he could, from beginning to end
of the incident, to prevent trawlers, recognized as such,
from being fired upon by the squadron.
16. Finally, the Dmitri Donskoi having signaled
her number, the Admiral decided to give the general signal
for "cease firing." The line of his ships then continued
on their way, and disappeared to the southwest without
having stopped.
On this point the commissioners recognize, unanimously, that after the circumstances which preceded the
incident and those which produced it, there was, at the
cessation of fire, sufficient uncertainty with regard to
the danger to which the division of vessels was exposed to
induce the Admiral to proceed on his way.
Nevertheless, the majority of the commissioners
regret that Admiral Rojdestvensky, in passing the Straits
of Dover, did not take care to inform the authorities of
the neighboring maritime Powers, that, as he had been led
to open fire near a group of trawlers, these boats, of
unknown nationality, stood in need of assistance.
17. In concluding this report, the commissioners
declare that their findings, which are'therein formulated,
are not, in their opinion, of a nature to cast any discredit upon the military qualities or the humanity of
Admiral Rojdestvensky, or of the personnel of his squadron.
Spaun
Fournier
Doubassoff
Lewis Beaumont
Charles Henry Davis
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